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IfsA.IIIn YourNMind was prepared in 1980 by Dr. William A. Brock, 
based on a series of messages given in 1975 at Maranatha Baptist Church in 
Columbus, Ohio. Originally, the title for this book was It's All In Your Head. 
Bill changed the title to It's All In Your Mind when he was informed that his 
first choke had already been used by another author. I have chosen to 
combine the two titles as a unique tribute to Bill. 
A contract was offered for publication by Regular Baptist Press, 
printing department of the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches, 
located in Schaumburg, Illinois. R.B.P. felt that considerable editing of the 
manuscript was needed to make it more readable. The suggested mass 
changes tended to erase the unique character of Bill's teaching style and he 
seemed to lose the heart to complete the project. The manuscript was put 
away in a file drawer, where it has remained until now. 
Though Bilt1s teaching on the subject of the mind became more in-
depth in later years, because of intermittent requests for copies of the 
original tapes (22 in number), it seemed that this book warranted printing if 
for no other reason than that his children might have copies of their Dad,s 
work. 
The text has had very minimal editing for grammar only, preserving 
the personality of Bill's teaching style. 
December, 1999 


























Not another book on the mind! This past decade there have been literally dozens of 
books from the Christian view on depression, mental aruc:ieties, positive thinking and the like. 
Most, if not all of these, have provided practical help for the emotional problems that seem 
to be running rampant in our day, even among believers. 
This book is not meant to be an 01Atside source looking in, but a look at the Word of 
God and what it has to say about our minds. As all studies in the Bible, it is inexhaustible. 
The original lessons were given in the Sunday evening services of the Maranatha 
Baptist Church of Columbus, Ohio. A number of the lessons have been given in Bible 
conferences. The original lessons were recorded and hundreds of these unedited tapes have 
been sent around the world. 
Missionaries have listened to some of the recordings and have pleaded to hear more. 
Of course, to have a Bible conference and present all the lessons would be impossible. Many 
have urged that the lessons be put in writing; so the encouragement for this book. 
To grasp and to practice all the biblical exhortations simultaneously is almost 
impossible. It might be better to study one chapter in depth and slowly put it into practice 
before proceeding to the next one. 
Someone has said. "Believers have converted hearts and souls, but what is really 
needed in a practical, everyday sense is a converted mind." It is hard to believe that our 
hearts and souls can be right with God and our minds so out of tune. But as you study, you 
will find that from a practical standpoint, this is true with each of us who knows Christ. 
May the Word of God challenge us so that we will yield our minds to Christ and the 



















~ llu Jllind 
In my years of studying the Word of God and listening to others teach it, much has 
been said about the soul and the heart, but seemingly very little has been said about the 
mind. We have seemingly steered away from the teaching on the mind and have hid our 
heads in the sand, believing that if a sinner becomes converted, all of his problems will pass 
away. Christian counselors agree that believers do have mental problems. 
At least ninefy-one references in the Bible concern the mind. This does not include 
references to thinkin9, thou9ht and other related situations and implications connected 
with the mind. If you stop and think about it, three or four familiar passages will cross your 
mind concerning this subject. 
Nehemiah, who led the workers in rebuilding the wall, said, "glu fUJ'll.U had a mind 
fD.. UJ.iU<k." (Nehemiah 4:6). We read in other references of not being of doubtful mind, and 
being of the same mind, or of one mind. As you study this material, further references 
concerning the mental area of your life will come to you from the Word of God. It is 
possible that \Ye have missed a great spiritual blessing and much needed teaching by not 
considering what the Bible says about the mind. 
Mark 12:30, stams, 
"clnd tlum Jw.11 ~ iJu .£0<1lflJ lluJ, (fed UJiJh a/1 llu,t ~ and u,iJJ,_ all lluJ, 
4Dlll, and wilh a11 l.lu;, ~ and milh «ll du;, .dnnglk ... ,, 
This same verse is found in Matthew 22:37 and in Luke 10:27. Most of us speak 
automatically about the love of God, the love of Christ, and our love toward Him, but do we 
analyze why we are doing something for the Lord? 
In Mark 12, Christ is talking to the Sadducees, Herodians, and Pharisees. Verse 28 
says, "cbul "1tt tJ/ flu JUil,a, ttLm£, a.n.d hn.obu., luard IJum_ UfUO.IUJUJ-- bNµIJu,:. .. " This 
is a mental phrase. Listen to Isaiah: "@mu, nom, and Id. tu uo.mn bNµIJu,:. m11lt flu 
.i!,(J(f!!'J) ••• " (Isaiah 1:18). Again, that mental phrase jumps before us. The scribes and 
Pharisees were asking about the commandments and Christ, of course, brought the t£aching 
down to two. 
Notice the phrases in Mark 12:30, "<;//um, JuJ1 /mu. tJu .£6<1!!D llrIJ, ,(j.od u,llh all 
llrIJ, ltau.i, and w.iJ.h all lluj,, .uml, a.n.d w.iJ.h all lluj, mind ... ,, No one ever seems to preach 
on loving God with the mind. We talk about loving God with our hearts, about loving with 
our souls, and even loving with our strength, but the mind seems to slip right past us. And 
1 
yet, every decision of our lives, whether spiritual or secular, is made on the basis of our 
minds. 
Thus, the statement that, "We need converted minds," becomes extremely important 
to the Christian. To the believer with the ind\o\lelling Holy Spirit, the mind becomes a 
veritable treasure. . James wrote, ";J/ 11.11.1,1 o/- IJf'U buk ~ Id him, tuk o/- fJ_od. •• " 
(James 1:5). So then, as a believer, I ask, how do I get this wisdom? The only way is through 
my mind-the Holy Spirit works through my mind. 
Proverbs 16:3 says, "@om.ma fltv, ~ UHl.o- du .i!.{J(J!ll), and IJ,,y. iluJlup,h, Jud1 
lu. ulal,luJud.,, Most Christians don't trust their minds, but we need to realize that the 
Holy Spirit always prompts us through our minds. He brings to our minds the things we 
need and that which is the will of God (Romans 8:26, 2 7). 
Christ said, "<;lhoa JuJt ioM- du~ lltg, .(Jod. u,111,, all lluJ, ltuut. .. ,, So 
someones says, "If we're going to love God, we must be sincere." 
The love of God starts with the heart. The first commandment is progressive. If that 
is true it becomes all the more important to see the position of the mind in this command. 
Having started with the heart, we are to "lmu... •. UJJl:k all [your] .wul." This could be 
emotion or affection, but I rather think it is the word life, for that is the definition of the 
soul. When God made man, he became a living soul. 
With these two (heart and soul) as foundation, Christ says, «!IJ.OL. •. mlllt all [your) 
mhul,, In Mark 12:33, one of the scribes defined mind for us; "dnd bJ. IIJ.IU him will,_ all 
du lu«d and IDill,_ all du t.utdu.dmu/i.ng ... " We must understand the love of God and 
our love toward Him is understandable. It is mental, not emotional, not just feeling, not just 
life itself. 
The last phrase of the command says, "lmu. .. willt all [your] lbnu]Jh." Strength is 
the word for energy, intensiveness, enthusiasm, and service. This is a physical word. In the 
progression this is last. Is it possible our service for Christ is in the wrong sequence? Are 
you ever lax in serving the Lord? Do you ever feel you do not have the energy to serve? Do 
you find your inbmsiveness and enthusiasm are gone? The problem may not be physical; it 
may be mental. 
In review, the first step is to love with your heart; that is in sincerity. Then love with 
your soul; that is very life itself. When we are born again, God in Christ gives us a new 
heart. That new heart is the basis of new life. We have no problem loving God with our new 
hearts and lives. Now the mind comes into focus. It is sensible to love God, but the moment 
our minds become dilatory or regress in regard to our love for God our energies are 
affected. 
My own experience has proven this many times. I have no problem loving God with 








had similar experiences. For instance, aft.er a somewhat restless night, you arise on Sunday 
morning and doubt that physically you are able to teach or preach. (I would remind you 
that if you have trouble sleeping, it would usually be Saturday night) Your energy level 
seems to be hit. What has told you that you possibly won't make it? Your mind! 
Notice Revelation 2:4, ~~-UL 'd, lutiu, JJUn.DDlud llljDllUi ~ httmu, I.Jw.a 
ho..d l4f. llty. /ii.Al. lruu. » In writing to this fellowship of believers at Ephesus, the Apostle 
John pointed out their weakness. This is true in each of the seven letters to the seven 
churches. 
The weakness at Ephesus was not in their work, or labor, or patience, or even their 
standing against Satan. Their deficiency was not in what they were doing. but, as I see it, in 
their attitudes. The same is true today. If our minds are not enthusiastic, we will use 
physical laxness or weakness as an e,ccuse for not serving the Lord. Or we may serve, work. 
labor, plan, and prepare but energy is lacking. Why? Because we have left our first love. We 
decided to do it. We decided to abandon our first love. 
The word translated hast left is an interesting word. It means to become di~ointed. 
It is not God that disjoints Himself from us, but \Ye decide to disjoint ourselves from God 
and, in this case, our first love, Who is Christ. John is saying to the Ephesians, "I have 
nothing against your labors. your faith, or your service. I have just one thing against you. 
You have decided mentally to leave your first love." 
Remember, your mind is important to your service for God. It will affect your 
physical attitude. I am convinced that many Christians tell themselves that they are 
physically tired on Wednesday night because -they don't want to go to prayer meeting and 
they decide mentally not to go. 
It seems that Bible believers are afraid to talk about the mind. We sing, 
«If your heart keeps ri9ht, if your heart keeps ri9ht, 
Every cloud will wear a rainbow if your heart keeps ri9ht." 
The song certainly is biblical, but I believe possibly that it should say, "If your head 
keeps right." We have a new heart and a new life in and covered by the blood of Christ. We 
also need our minds covered by the blood of Christ I love the Lord with my heart or I 
could not pray. I love Him with my soul or life or 1 could not serve. But if I'm going to have 
the physical ability, the energy, the enthusiasm to serve biblically, I have to condition my 
mind. 
In the parallel passage in Matthew 22, the Lord asked the Pharisees, "70lud think,µ 
o/. f21uul?,, Here again is a mental term. Christ for the moment is not appealing to their 
faith. He is asking for an opinion. Their opinion would be based on knowledge. Who is 
Christ? Where did He come from? What did He come to do? What do you think of Him? We 
take this out of conteKt, but after Christ said
1 
ugh.oa JuJL /,oM, IJu .J!.Ofll!IJ IJuJ,. -l}bd LDif1t 
alL llt-!J ~ tmd wiilt all thy, IDu4 and willt ol1 lluJ- mind, and wi11,_ all lluJ-~ » 
He turned to these intellectuals and asked, "What do you think?n I would like to do the 
3 
same. The Lord has changed your heart. He has given you life. You have a physical body 
that has energy and enthusiasm and He asks, "Do you love me with your mind? How much 
do you understand of me, 
The writer to the Corinthians declared, "(}juJ, ~ luuu. llu miA.d 11/. f!.lu.m" (I 
Corinthians 2:16). Paul, writing to the Philippians, said, "a&t.. tlw. mhtd he. in tJOa, wltidt 







"dbul amtJ.JUJ, tJUH- n.al.imu Judf. f1um /ind no- ULU'~ nRiJJu,. 
Jwll llu MIL o/. tluJ, /bot luau UAL; Ind du ./!.o(flq) JudL giiu. dt.u 
dun., {L lnntl,/huJ, lwuf, and /ailhuJ o/. aµ.£, and "'"""1- o/-
mhub obu/_ l1u.l Iiµ JuJL luuUJ, in dbuJ,J, ~ ~- and IJu,u, 
JuJl ~ dmJ, tllld nupd, and JuJl h.ti.N, IUHU tuUlNUtll o/- llu., 
/ii£.,, 
Deuteronomy 28:65, 66 
The Old Testament, although involved in giving us God•s purpose for and direction of 
Israel, also has many practical lessons for us in the commands and illustrations. Paul said, 
"olll duu l.lt.intµ ltap,uJUd un.hJ. llum 1-o,-~,, (I Corinthians 10:11). In these 
illustrations, God gives to us exactly what happened not only to the nation of Israel, but a 
total perspective in foundational teaching of the Word of God. 
The book of Deuteronomy is one of the most practical books in the Bible. In fact, if 
you could take it out of the Old Testament and give it a new name, you could easily slot it 
into the New Testament. Deuteronomy is practical in its formulas and promises for 
everyday life today. In this book, Moses is explaining to the new generation what God 
expects of them. Deuteronomy 28:1 Ee 2 state: 
"d.nd ii JuJL ~ l.o. ~ iJ f1um Judi ltttulun ~ 
anh,.. IJu tJ.Oiu ol IJu. J!._(J(/l(J) i.luJ, ,(j,o.d, IIJ. ~ and IIJ. db. all 
hk ~ «Jw,J,, ;;J. ~ l1tu, l1w_ dDLJ, dud du 
./!.tn!m lluJ, .(jML wd.l ut lku an lwp,, ~ 1111 1t11.WNU. o/ IJu. 
aullt.,,· obt.d 1111 thtu. bluwttµ JuJ1 eonu on ~ and ODUl.aJu 
~ iJ IJu,u JuJl ituu/uJt unh,. flu IJO.in. "' flu .J!,t}(/!f]) 'tluJ, 
.(j,od.,, 
This was God's truth to Israel and the Word of God constantly asks obedience for 
blessing. Even the writer of wisdom said, "(ill~. nnlhd,. a n.tl.Wffl,; lud mi lt a 
~ IIJ. a.JUJ, fU.t'-11.U" (Proverbs 14:34). 
Conversely, beginning at Deuteronomy 28:62, God reminded Israel that His blessings 
and promises would not come to pass when they l\lere disobedient to His voice and 
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commands. Then in Deuteronomy 28:65-67, God gave a formula or a result of disobedience. 
I believe that this formula can be practically applied and seen in our individual Christian 
lives, in our families, in our churches, and, yes, even in our nation. The formula and its 
results to Israel can be b"aced historically and should cause us to see the reason for problem 
areas in our lives and in our homes. God eKpects us to listen seriously to His Word and what 
He says is important in every jot and tittle. 
The key to the Christian life is obedience to the Word of God. God told Israet' that 
when they were scattered among the nations they would find no ease. Ease is a work word, 
an economic word. God said to a people who would not listen and obey His commands that 
they would have economic problems. God takes care of His obedient people when it comes 
to everyday living. A nation that will not follow righteousness in the area of God's moral law 
will have serious economic problems. 
Second, God reminded Israel that, " ... IUiJJtn Jw1L IJu ""'1 tJ/, duJ, ln,ot ~ ,:uL" 
Here is the inability to relax. Life would be unrestful and even transient. Of course 
economic problems produce unrest 
Third, they would receive from God, " ... a hnnM.intJ lun.,J,." Many believers today 
are as scared and fearful as sinners. Why? Because they will not be obedient and follow the 
Word of God that they know. Examine your life. If you are apprehensive, fearful, trembling, 
you will find that somewhere you have stepped out of obedience to God's Word. Your mind 
has decided to leave your first love. You have abandoned the Word of God so God's results 
for disobedience must come. 
Fourth, when scattered because of disobedience, the nation of Israel would have 
"' ... /ml.i.,uJ o/ BJD-" Here is no vision. Faithfulness to Christ and His Word will give us a 
relaxness and a vision in our individual lives, in our families, and in our churches. 
In this study of the mind, we come to the emphasized phrase. God said that they 
would receive " ... MJ.ffO.ID. o/. mind." This is the word for mental depression, 
discouragement, or negative thinking. Believers who have depressed and discouraged minds 
can see the cause. Certainly, life has discouragements, but a believer who loves Christ and 
His Word and is willingly obedient cannot stay discouraged. His mind will not let him. God 
only gives sorrow of mind because of continual disobedience to known truth and 
responsibility. We need to see this in our individual lives; we need to see this in our families 
and homes. The key to God's blessing is obedience. Without that obedience, God must 
touch our lives. 
But God gives us an even further description of His chosen people and the 
importance of their obedience. If they disobeyed and God scattered them, their lives would 
hang by a string; or at least that would be how they would feel. "olnd IJuJ, Iiµ, Jud.L lumg,. 
in dou/Ji /,q.ott llttt." What a phrase of doubt! What a phrase of feeling! What a 
commentary on the anxieties of many believers! God does not want His children hanging by 







a practical way of that which we have positionally in Jesus Christ. He wants to shower us 
with blessings. God said that disobedient, scattered Israel "JuJJ. /La,- dmJ, and. ni.tJ},1,, mtd 
Jwll luuu. IUJ./1£ tuUJRlJt,ll ot tJu., li/.t.. » 
You could take these two verses out of your Bible and examine them practically and 
find that they are an epithet of Christians. What a waste for us to know the reason why our 
lives are the way they are when God has given. us the assurance that obedience will produce 
what everyone is praying and looking for. 
Specifically and simply, God said to Israel, "If you will obey, I will give you economic 
prosperity and work which produces results. I will relax you, give you a practical, peaceful 
heart, vision and a positive useful mind. Also life will have meaning and purpose, and calm 
will be the order of the day." 
It is strange that we can know the formula and reason for depression. Depression 
and mental distress are possibly the cause of the other problems of the human race today. 
Christians have the privilege of living above the daily results seen in the lives of the world. 















<;Jiu 70illimJ JI/ind 
"olnd. lluJa, Jokmum, tnJJ.. llJ.n, luu,m iluJa du (Jod ol- ihlJ, 
/.ailu,; tutd ume him umh a fl.U/t>#l luJui and mi1lt a willing, 
mind.- IN nu .Jl.0(/)fj) UllllH.dJ,, all 1umu, and UJUU.UJ.n.n.deJ all 
du u,uupnolia,u "' du du,ug.l,h.: ii I/um JL6l him, he will bR. 
/.nund "'dttt; 1ml ii 1/u,a 1-oualu him, lu will ttUl lhtt o/J /-M-
ttU.1-.,, 
1 Chronicles 28:9 
David's charge to Solomon, given publicly, holds a key to service and the mind. He 
said, "Know your ... God." Here again is a mental term. Knowledge comes through the mind. 
You will note that he said, ":J!.nom.. /Ju,,,1,. llu -lp,d o/ lh.lJ, /ollu,.." He did not speak of the 
God of Solomon's mother, although that is important. Show me a family that lives by the 
Word of God, where the father is a biblical father, and I'll show you children who follow God. 
Possibly the only real good that David ever did for Solomon was to show him his God. 
In this verse David gave to Solomon a formula based on knowledge. "&m.e him 
[God} wiJh a pnµd, lutm." But this did not end his charge. "&m.e him [God] UJ.iJh a 
willing, mi.n.d.,,, he added. A perfect heart is not enough; there must be a willing mind. We 
are to love Christ with our mind. You can decide to leave your first love, and at that 
moment, you are disobedient; you will find sorrow of mind. The key to serving the Lord, 
even in physical tiredness, is a willing mind. 
"(lt,,- l1u .i!.0(/)fJ) uanlttlh all ~ and ~e UJUU.UJ.n.n.deJ all du UttlllJUfll,WIU 
tJ/- du ~" We know God sees our hearts, but seldom do we remind ourselves that 
He also sees our minds. Paul writes in 2 Corinthians 10:5, "~ d6mn inuuJ,inaJiNu 
mu/, tlJ.Ul,J hbJh IJwuJ, l.hn1 unlhll,_ uull lllJ.(liJul l1u luuu.okdtµ o/-~ am/, bmtginq, 
utlJ, enpJi,o1,IJJ., WlllJ- l1«uupd h,. llu oludu.ntt a/ fdluhL" The believer is challenged to 
guard his mind. David urged, "Have a willing mind.» 
The New Testament also exhorts us to have a willing mind. Words regarding the 
believers mind are found three times in 2 Corinthians 8 and once in 2 Corinthians 9. 
Usually we groan as ~e tum to these chapters because we know they speak of offerings and 
money. I am convinced that the Holy Spirit, through Paul, was saying to you and me that if 
He can get us to have a willing mind in regard to our money, He will have no problem in 
other areas of our lives and service. 
9 
We know tJiat Paul was concerned about the poor saints in Jerusalem and therefore 
he had encouraged many churches to give toward this need. We believe that the Corinthians 
had promised to take an offering for this need, but for some reason, they dragged their feet 
in getting it accomplished. Paul used the believers of Macedonia as an example and 
encouraged the Corinthians to keep their promise. 
Second Corinthians 8:11 says, ~rJwu,_ ~ pn/JJn,,, llu. douuJ, o/. it; that tu 
l.lu,u, UULL a IWlllhun.. lo- w.ill., .w-1.lu,u, mu.tJ, k a~--·" The phrase, "readiness 
to will," is actually a form of willin9 mind. Paul said the Corinthians had a mental attitude 
and an intention that was positive. This is translated, "readiness to will.» Each of_ us at 
some times in our lives have made spiritual decisions with good intentions. We were sincere; 
we were honest; we were truthful, but we have not or did not cany out that beginning 
attitude. But Paul said that readiness of will must be performed. Believers sometimes say, "I 
am waiting for my heart or feeling to move me." Your heart and fueling will never decide. 
Your heart, technically speaking, cannot decide anything. Your heart gets mixed up 
emotionally. All your decisions are made by the Holy Spirit through your mind, and it 
begins with the very phrase we have here, "a readiness to will," an intention, an attitude. 
The Corinthian believers already had this regarding their giving. 
But your attiwde is not enough. When you make a promise or a vow, you are 
obligated to that promise or vow or attitude. We must be careful as Christians that we do 
not promise things that we will not or do not carry out. If you promise to do something, be 
sure you do it. You see, the intention of your heart may be right, but your mind causes you 
to carry it out. It is better to say, "'no," than to say, "yes," and not mean it. In fact, failure 
to carry out a promise will affect your mind and attitude. 
Your attitude in spiriwal matters is important, beginning with money. Paul told the 
Corinthians that they had the right attitude toward giving, but now they must perform. To 
think something does not accomplish it. To promise something does not accomplish it; you 
have to perform it. Verse 12 says, "(lo,. i/- l.lu,u, luJ- k a tDi.1./i.ng. mi.nd. .. " This same 
thought is translated ready mind in verse nineteen. Simply stated, Paul was saying, "You 
have made your intentions known, now will you perform it by your willing minds, your ready 
minds?" 
Are you aware that your attitude mentally conditions you in regard to your service 
for the Lord, your teaching and even your attitude at church services, Do you come to 
church with an intention to come and, second, with a preparation of your mind for coming? 
It is like the little girl we have heard of so often who told her pastor, "I don't love God." 
The pastor told her that no matter what she was doing in the coming week, she was 
continually to say, "I love God. I love God." The ned Sunday when he saw her and asked 
how she was, she said, "I love God." Now, in a homely fashion, that is exactly where we are. 
The world calls it, "psyching ourselves up," or "pulling ourselves up by the bootstraps." The 
Holy Spirit calls it, "a willing mind." Whether serving or attending, each of us must say with 
our mind, "I intend to do or go, and I will participate." 







church at Thessalonica was formed in trial and tribulation. Paul had to leave the city in 
order to save his life. The Thessalonican believers were a grand group, but do you know 
there was a greater, at least more noble. group of listeners than those in Thessalonica? Acts 
17:10 and 11 says, aol.n.J. #Ju hmlrnn. inun.eduthlJJ, uni f1lJJlllJ, q)aul a.nd Ji.Im, b1,1 ni.gld 
lUl.llJ- (}Jena; mJw_ '-"ffllll(/, lhilJu,. UH.HJ udb- tJu ,Ujlt.lllJl'(Jlll t,/ tJu ~ giuJ£ t1'J('ll 
mBll m,/,h IJuut t/tc.u. in g/un.1JJJ.nha in llwL lhnJ r-ttdLnd flu WNd widt all umlhuu 
o/ mind, and u.onlud tJu Jlliphuu daibJ wlwJw,. llwu i/tinq.1, wue w." Here the 
willing mind is connected with the Word of God and an attitude of receiving the Word. The 
Holy Spirit comments that this is noble. 
A willing mind is one that is yielded, submissive, and obedient to what God says. Also 
implied in a willing mind is a spirit of sacrifice. A willing mind does. not stop and take into 
account what something will do to our plans. Whether in service or giving, praying, reading 
or responsibility, you can have a right heart and an unwilling mind. David told Solomon not 
only to have an obedient heart, but a willing mind. There are times when I do not feel like 
reading the Bible. If I don't, do you know what happens? I decrease; I go down and down 
and down until finally I say, "Well, I guess 1111 read the Bible." With my mind I decide to read 
the Bible, and the moment I do, my entire attitude changes. 
Did you ever have a child who didn't want to do something and you forced him to do 
it7 Sometimes children are funny. They are invited to a party. or possibly a youth activity. 
Although they say they are not going, you believe they should go. The effort has been made 
to offer a wholesome activity for them. They go and when they return, they can't stop 
talking about how good it was. Did you ever have that happen? 
Well, the same thing happens spiritually. It even happens with Christians and church 
attendance. Christians go home from the morning service and decide they will not go in the 
evening. But the Holy Spirit somehow .pricks them through their minds and they end up 
going. They decide to attend with their minds. And usually they are the people who meet 
the pastor at the door and tell him that the service was e)(actly what they needed. 
You see, there has to be submission to God without any desire of thinking of 
ourselves; that's a willing mind. That's what happened to the Corinthians. They honestly 
made the vow; they had good intentions; they had readiness; they had the right attitude, but 
they didn't carry it out because they thought they could not afford it. 
A second principle is found in 2 Corinthians 8:12, namely, that you only have to do 
what you have promised to do. "("ft,,. i/. dun ~ /lm a wdli.mJ mind, ll u nttq>l,d 
aeeJ.Wlinq w dud a 1tU1.1t ludh, and IWf ~ le- dud he haJh lf.lJ.f." A person is not 
required to give what he doesn't have. Not only is this true with money, but also in service. 
First, there has to be a decision to be willing, submissive, and obedient, and then with that 
willing mind, God only demands that you do what you have ability to do. Strictly on ability, 
that's all God said. Now remember something, Christian, most of us have abilities we do not 
use. Most of the time we say, "'No," or "I can't," when we really mean, "I don't want to," or 
"I won't." What is a willing mind7 Being submissive and obedient. Then God will only ask 
your ability. 
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There is a third thought here. Any money given or service rendered is accepted by 
God. If there is first a willing mind, the gift or service is accepted. God accepts your service 
done with a willing mind according to your ability. Think of the opposite for a moment. To 
give or to serve without a willing mind is not accepted. How much are we doing for the Lord 
without willingness? Possibly a great deal of our Christian service is not accepted because we 
do it under duress. We finish it and then breathe a sigh of relief and say, "Thank goodness 
that's over with." 
An illustration of this attitude is found in Mark 12, again, with the subjei.-t of giving. 
This is the account of the widow's mite. Here is a poor widow-and in Bible times all widows 
were poor. You remember that this is what brought the first problem in the early church in 
Acts 6. This widow probably was taken care of by some benevolent means. Now, logically, 
this woman could have sat in her room and said that she had nothing to give. Yet, for some 
reason, she made a decision. That decision was to go to the temple and give two mites-
maybe a quarter or a third of a penny. Hardly worth considering for us. This widow could 
have stayed in her room and said to the Lord, "You see my heart and my intention, but I 
have only two coins, and I really need them myself" We all do this in our Christian 
e><perience. We rationalize. This is especially true with money. We can always reason why 
we should not have a willing mind. But this woman came to a decision; a decision similar to 
the Corinthians-an attitude, an intention. Only the Corinthians took a long time to 
perform their intents; the widow did not. She went and threw her two mites in the treasury 
box. She had a willing mind. 
Did you ever notice that Christ did not talk to her? Christ did not say one word to 
the widow. He looked at her offering; he analyzed it; he approved it; he commended it and 
quietly whispered to the disciples that this poor widow had cast in more than the others. He 
did not belittle the giving of the others; he made a comparison of their mental attitudes. 
They gave because they were able to give with abundance, but she cast in all she had. I 
wonder how she was going to live on the morrow? She did it quietly.. I assume she did it 
cheerfully and certainly self-denyingly. Someone has written, "God is pleased when our gifts 
cost us something."' Whether it is time, talent, or money, God is pleased when our gifts cost 
something. Someone else has written, "'God judges by what you have kept not by what you 
have given." The Corinthians were saying, "We made the promise, but you see we're poor. 
We have only enough to live ourselves."' 
In Mark 12:44, we find that a willing mind involves complete trust in God. Someone 
says, "Faith asks no questions." The widow was only concerned with the present; she left the 
future to God. She gave all she had. What kind of an attitude do you have? Are there some 
intentions you made with your mind that you have never accomplished? That does not 
mean the need is no longer there. There must be a willing mind that submits to God and 
doesn't pay any attention to what that action is going to do to our pleasurable, selfish 
obligations or opportunities. God doesn't expect us to do more than our abilities. When we 
do what we are able to do, it is accepted by Him. 
The widow made a decision with her mind. She went quietly to the temple. She gave 
her two mites. The lord said, "Here is a woman of great faith. She is concerned only about 















children out of time, or pleasures, or opportunity, or money. When Christians learn this, 
they team a great lesson. This is not a heart attitude; it is a mental attitude. 
If you can get a willing mind with your money, you will have a willing mind in any 
area of your life. We live in a world where attitudes are important and some of our 
attitudes as Christians are not right. In 2 Corinthians 9:12, we have our word translated, 
frowardness of mind. It would seem that Paul infers that a plan is worked out to give the 
money promised. Many times God asks us only to be willing and He never expects us to go 
beyond that willingness. But at other times, He does. So you go from an intention or 
attitude to willingness to readiness, to performance. That is the formula. 
You can see how important it was for David to tell Solomon that a perfect heart was 
not all that was needed. A willing mind is necessary. Possibly many today are one-cylinder 












"(;71wa will kttp, lr.im bt pn/llJ. ~ w/w.u mind u .dmJ.m C-#t. 
l.lttt: httmue lu tm..dd.h in lira.." 
Isaiah 26:3 
What do you think abou.t most of the time? Do you realize that you. can be born 
again. know you have Ckrist as your Savior and ~ a miserable person? It is not God Who 
makes you miserable. You make yourself miserable. 
Isaiah 26:3 does not say anything about a perfect life, a life free from sorrow or a 
successful life. The verse speaks of perfect peace. In Jewish thinking this verse does not 
have the phrase, "perfect peace." We are told it should possibly rea<:L 'Thou wilt keep him in 
peace. peace." 
The New Testament identifies two types of peace for the believer; peace with God and 
peace of God. Romans 5:1 says_. " ... au. /um.,, fUDll wi.J.lt .(J,Jd ~ ().UI'. o&n1 (fe.Hu.. 
~JuuL" This peace is foundational to the believers second promise of peace. Philippians 
4:7 reads. "ofnd du ,u,aa ol-~ wltlJt p.o.udJt all undn.,Jmuling,, ,ludl kttp, IJ.IJUl--
hnuh. and IIUIUU ~ f2/uw. (Jaul-" Perfect peace includes both kinds of peace and. it 
is attached not only to the heart but also to the mind. 
Christian. are you always relaxed? Do you have complete peace? We can explain 
away our lack of peace, but it is my concern that many Ch,-istians today act like sinners. So 
many Christians think like sinners. Many Christians get upset just like the non-Christian. 
This is contrary to the biblical characteristics of the child of God. Do you have peace with 
Go-d and the peace of God? God's promise is perfect peace. If it is missing, who is at fault? 
''-() IJud 1./uJ.u luuW. ho.,luned II,. mg, ~ Ihm. 
luuL thy, ,uatt hffll 11A, a lin.u.. .. " 
Isaiah 48:18 
The Word of God bases everything on obedience. Peace is based on obedience. Isaiah 
48:22. says, "<dlun. u ,w. lttlltt, HJ.iJ.h flu .11.tJr/l!JJ~ turk- IJu wiJad.." The designation 
wicked just means the unbeliever. If the.re is no peace to the unbeliever, there ought to be 




The concern of this study is that when it comes to practical peace, many believers 
seem to be in the camp of the unbeliever. Isaiah 57:20 and 21 give the same thought 
a(}JuJ llu lD-i.Jud llll l1Jtt lltt l.,oa/,Jd. Ha., wJun if auuUJl UJf, ~ wohn llUf. up. 
mill tuul duL g1un, um,.~ udih 1ff1J, .(j.M., I.JJ.. llu wiJud.,, A troubled sea is in 
turmoil, upset, boisterous, unnavigable. The sinner is like that. The unbeliever is in turmoil 
and is upset. He may project and falsify peace because of success or personality, but the 
Bible never equates turmoil with the believer. The wicked are like the troubled sea that 
cannot rest, but the believer ought to be able to be at peace. 
The wicked are described as casting up mire and dirt. Do you know any Christians 
who dig up mire and dirt? Do you know any Christians who are always digging in the muck? 
Do you know any Christians who are always on the telephone with the latest gossip? They 
are no doubt bom again, but they are living on the devil's plane. A believer in Jesus Christ 
should not dig up mire and muck because that action is synonymous with the unbeliever 
who is looking for something that he cannot have. 
Here is simple teaching. If you claim the name of Christ as your Savior, then the God 
of peace says to you, ''There is peace." Peace means the ability to relax. A Christian who 
walks by faith relaxes. A Christian who walks by feeling does not relax because his feelings 
are always changing. 
Isaiah 26:3 is God's formula or promise for perfect peace-peace, peace. What is 
perfect peace? What is complete peace? As stated before, it must be peace af two kinds or 
types. You cannot have the peace of God without peace with God. You must have peace 
with God before you can have peace of heart and mind. You cannot falsify; it must be in 
that order. Perfect peace means a mind that is completely quiet, completely composed, not 
upset. Perfect peace means the absence of war. Paul writes in Galatians 5:17, "(ft,.,. du. 
/Jnk bufdh tupWUl llu J~ iUUl tJu. Jpi,il tllJlll.lW, IJu ~• mu/, lluu llll ~ 
fJu lJIU b,... Du oJ:hu.. .• " For the believer to have perfect peace, there has to be the absence 
of war, which means that the lust of the flesh is completely negated in the everyday walk of 
life. How much do you trust God? Are you focusing your mind on what is happening to you 
or are you concentrating on God? The promise of perfect peace is present and obtainable. 
How do I get it? If I meet the conditions, the promise must come, " .. . u:Ju,.u, mind it 
.IUllJM tJn llt.tt. •. " Isaiah 26:3 does not say heart; it does not say soul; it does not say 
feelings; but it does talk about what you think. What does it mean to have a mind stayed on 
God? This means to trust God; the remainder ofttie verse says so. And verse four of Isaiah 
26 reemphasizes this fact: a ••• /_o,. in, l.luJ!.t}(TlfJJ r;JJu,o.a.h u flu m,.k. tJ/, agu." Not only do 
we trust God, but we trust Him in all of His unchangeableness. Further, we must complewly 
tum to God. in His firmness. Job gives us the -finest illustration of this in Job 13:15. In all of 
his troubles and his thinking, Job said of God, agMll.lJk Ju Jm,,, nu, ,µ1 will ;;J. lnu1 m 
him..,, There is Isaiah's meaning-a firmness, a steadfastness, a calmness, a quietness, an 
unchangeableness. You abide by the choice of your mental decision no matter what 




you ride in your car without thinking or having thoughts of God and Christ? Can you sit in 
your easy chair and forget God? 
As believers, many times we put God out of our minds so we can think of something 
else. The true believer, however, can not ever get rid of God. No, I am not talking 
theologically or positionally; I am talking practically. The Holy Spirit who indwells believers 
is the Mind-bender, the Mind-prodder. I may be relaxing, but He is always alert to point to 
Christ. This is what Isaiah is talking about. We should be glad we cannot get rid af God. He 
wants to take over our minds. 
So, you have the promised gift of perfect peace. You have the condition for perfect 
peace, "IDh.JJ.JL mind u .dmµd tJn. lh.tt." Then you have the assurance of this perfect peace. 
But rather than look at this as the assurance, I would like to call this the source of perfect 
peace. I have nothing to do with it; I only meet the condition and God does the rest-
"<;;J/u,a tDill ktt,L him. ui ~ 11£lltt." It does not say you might have or occasionally 
have perfect peace. It does say, "Thou wilt. .. " Some of the best days I have known are 
totally upsetting days because my mind turns more to God. The more my mind tums to 
God, the more practical peace I receive, and the assurance or source is there. I do not keep 
myself in perfect peace; God does. 
John 14 begins with peace, ".i!d.. nbl fJ."lU- /uJul. h mJ.Uhkd [be at peace];,µ., /,Ji£,,u,. 
ui -(µ,d. l,Jwu, aui,.. ui Ill£ " Verse 2 7 also speaks of peace: ~rpttJ.tt. :.l. IR.mu tDiJl,, 'J""-, 
mJJ, /Ullll- :.l. gio.L ~ IJDIL-··" Let me ask you a very simple question. How peaceful was 
Christ? He says, "I give it to you." He further says that He does not give the peace that the 
world gives-that false, pretentious, hypocritical peace. Christian, if you have peace that is 
like the world, you are in trouble with the Word of God. You are also in trouble if you are 
trying to get practical peace the way the world thinks you should get it. 
Christians have fooled themselves with the world's thoughts of satisfaction, 
contentment, and peace. Christian men have equated getting a new car with peace and joy. 
Christian women have tried to get peace by obtaining material things. We try to get· 
practical peace the way the world says it is obtained. The world says success means peace. 
It never works. 
This is exactly what Christ is telling us. He does not give peace the way the world 
tries to obtain peace. Christ gives the peace which He practiced Himself. When He was 
jostled, He was peaceful. When He was criticized, He was peaceful. When He was 
reprimanded, He was peaceful. In a practical sense, the only time Christ became upset was 
when He went to the place of prayer and found commercialism. That should cause all of us 
to become upset. When Christ was baptized, the Dove of Peace, the Holy Spirit descended 
upon Him. As a believer, you have the Holy Spirit. His work is to highlight Christ, and this 
will turn your mind to stay on Hirn and practical peace will be the result 
In Mark 4, Christ was in a ship with His disciples. He said to them, "We are going to 
the other side." This was Christ's assurance. A storm arose. Christ was asleep. That is the 
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kind of peace that Christ always had. "Jlt.t;, fU/1,tt- d- g.itu, unit,. ,p,a" (John 14:27). 
Obedience to the Word of God is the key to peace and the key to obedience is in your mind. 
The disciples thought they were going to perish, but Christ had told them that they were 
going to the other side. That boat could have been flooded and never capsized for Christ 
was there and the promise of reaching the .other side was assured. Of course, the Master 
stopped the storm by saying, "(j)lll.ll. k m.11," but He further stated, "70Ju,, till. ,p.. JJJ-
/oulul? ~ u il llud ,µ.. /uuu, ntJ- /ailh?" 
Christian, why are you so fearful? The mind affects the body. I quote, not knowing 
the source, but knowing that it was not a medical man, or psychiatrist, or modern thinker. 
"'Every time a man worries, he changes a portion of his nervous systEm. Sometimes the 
change is serious, permanent, and fatal. What wony does to the body, it also does to the 
spirit. Worry is the destruction of energy." 
Did you read that last line? How many times have you worried about your children 
to the extent that you sat down and wasted all that time until you saw them or were able to 
talk with them again? As believers, keeping our minds on Christ will cause us to accomplish 
much more work than ifwe allow our minds to worry and fret. 
The previous quote has a conclusion: "Worry is the ruin of serenity." That is 
obvious. Are you a Christian worrier? That is a paradoxl 
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l . f!Jwp1u. 5 
({&pd-~ 
"obu/_ /Jug, «JlffL kJ. (fe.nu, ll.lf.d Ill /um IJ«d IJUU ~ wiJh 
flu J_,JJ.iL, and had flu /nµ.Mt, ~ and eh,.l1ud, and in Ith. 
.:~l.1. ---~-- ..I 11 ~u.. "'-l.l'l.lL •• • 
Mark 5:15 
If there is a right mind, there must be a wrong mind. Possibly the account of the 
maniac of Gadara has been so highlighted in the subject of demons; we have failed to simply 
read what it says and what took place. 
The word right mind is often referred to in the Bible. But it is not always translated 
this same way. We will see this in reference to a number of passages in regard to all age 
groups. This has nothing to do with your salvation; it has nothing to do with your soul. 
This has to do with your mind. 
The actions of the maniac of Gadara before he was healed are important to consider. 
Let us be simple in our study and assume that his actions before healing were the actions of 
a wrong-minded person. From an evangelistic appeal~ this account proves that every sinner 
has a wrong mind. Christ said to the religious group gathered around him, "(lft an tJ/. 
fJAW<- loJJu,; ilu d.mll ... " (lohn 8:44). I assume the Lord meant, "Apart from salvation 
through me, the mind of the unbeliever is swayed; governed~ and· controlled by Satan." So 
the conduct c,f the maniac before healing should never be seen in the believer in Jesus Christ. 
The first characteristic of this man is found in Mark-5:2 in which we are told where 
he lives. He lived in the tombs. probably what we would call caves or possibly a place of 
burial. Wrong-minded people live where everything is dead. Ephesians 2:1 says, "ofnd lJ1'll 
lwJJ,, ltt ~ t.oluJ- m~ IU.lld ur. lJtap,tUll! and .mu." As a believer, if you are not 
living with Christ and for Christ and fellowshipping with Christ, it is possible that you are 
living with dead things. No believer in Christ should have a mind and life that lives where 
the dead sinner lives. The maniac c,f Gadara lived where everything was dead. 
That which the world presents. for the moment looks like life. It appeals; it causes 
enthusiasm. Satan does present a. beautiful picture; But he disguises the end result; which is 
always death. Ask anyone whom God has delivered from drugs, from the pleasures of the 
world that the world presented so appealingly and see if they will say to you that it was 
lasting. Any individual with common sense realizes and knows by experience that Satan's 
encouragements and directions end in death; 
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The second characteristic of this man was that he had no restraints. He had often 
been bound, but none of these restraints would hold. The wrong-minded person cannot be 
restrained. This should shock us. Then there is no actual permanent mental health for the 
unbeliever. There is nothing that the wrong-minded person can do to help himself 
completely and permanently. He might find something that is temporary, but he will revert 
back to his own original thinking. You cannot tame a godless society. 
The third characteristic is directly connected with the second. This man with no 
restraints punished himself by actually cutting himself with stones. This man had no 
control over himself. An unbeliever has no basis for control. His mind is the tool of Satan. 
He can be moral and seemingly continue this way, but have no fear, he will eventually give in 
to his fleshly nature. A believer in Jesus Christ, indwelt by the Holy Spirit, has the privilege 
of self-control. One of the fruits of the spirit is temperance, or, possibly better translated, 
self-discipline or self-control. Wasn't it stupid for this man to run up and down the 
mountain cutting himself? But wrong-minded people always do stupid things. 
You would think that this wrong-minded person would have been an atheist. No, this 
maniac knew Christ, at least the demon within him knew Christ. In verse seven, he reminds 
Christ that he does not want to be tormented by Him. 
The fourth characteristic of the wrong-minded person is that he does not want to be 
bothered by that which is spiritual. The old saying goes, «Birds of a feather flock together." 
I can tell what kind of a mind you have by looking at the people with whom you associate. 
The sinner doesn't want Christ around and if you n" yourself on Christ, the sinner will not 
want you around. 
There is a fl'fth characteristic of this man. It is seen in Luke's account in chapter 
eight. This man never wore clothes. Certainly that is a picture of unrighteousness. It 
illustrates that he was not clothed with the righteousness of Christ, but it is also a picture of 
a human trait that a wrong mind is more concerned with fleshly lusts and desires nakedness 
more than anything else. Satan has sold flesh and nakedness and that alone proves it is 
wrong. 
Here then are five things that show in the conduct of a wrong mind: 
• where he lives 
• no restraints 
• no self-control 
• no interest in spiritual things 
• a tendency toward the sin of nakedness 
Christ touched the maniac's life. What happened? His life changed, of course. As 2 
Corinthians 5: 17 says, u_ •• old lltin(J.J, au p,tJ.,UH.[. llllJ.mJ,; b.Ju,ld, all thi.n.tµ Oll /,tt.tJ.ml!, 
ttt.m." First of all, notice in verse fifteen that he is sitting; not running anymore, not going 
up and down the mountains. The picture is that of contentment and the ability to be 
content. He was a relaxed person. When the Lord touched his life, his character of hyper 
activity changed to contentedness. 
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b. 
Next the verse says he· was clothed. A proof that you know Christ is how ycu appear 
on the outside. He no longer was naked. He no longer felt him-self hampered with clothes 
on. Right-mindedness has something to <lo with clothing. We wHl see that later on in our 
chapter. He was a changed man when it came to appearance. 
Third~ we are told he was in his right mind. The word here is sober-mindedness or 
right-mindedness. H€ has the ability to think. He has the ability to control his mind. He did 
not have that before. Why did he run around the tombs and the mountains? Why did he 
cut himself? Because he couldn't think. When Christ touched -him, He not only healed him, 
but He gave him the ability to use his mind. He is now a right~minded individual. This is an 
important teaching in the Word of God. All Christians are right-minded, but many 
Christians are not practicing that. 
Now, in verse seventeen. the people of the region are asking Christ to leave. He had 
spoiled 2,000 pigs _and possibly bankrupted- a business. There is also, in this conduct, a 
feeling that they not only wanted Christ to leave, but they would also like to get rid of the 
man who had met Christ. When you meet Christ, those who are not of Christ will not want 
you around. 
This man became a praying individual. He prayed that he-might be with Jesus (Mark 
5:18). He talked to Christ. That is proof that he had met the Savior.· However, it is not the 
first proof. If the-chronology of the paragraph is important, th~n prayer is the fifth trait .of 
meeting the Savior .. Notice, the right-minded :individual is right-minded because of Christ 
and he has the ability to be c-ont€nt. He is toncemed with dothing. He thinks! He is going 
to be a person not wanted by sinners, and he desires to talk with Christ. In verse eighteen, 
the right-minded person wanted to stay with Christ. In verse twenty, the right-minded 
person departed and began to publish the great things Christ had done for him. He became 
useful. A wrong-minded . person is good for nothing. A right-minded person is good for 
everything. 
"(fino.J.l.,J,,, huJ1tnn, wlwhuou t/w,.tp.. -(Ill inll, .~ I.himµ UR.~ 
~ ·llt.i,up, · '"~ ~ ~ I.himµ till pun, I.himµ au li,oJ.y,, 
,olulh1u.o.u th.in,µ. flll ol guJ. up.NI_,· ii t1un be tlll.lJ, win£, and i/. Hull he anJ,J ~ 
flwtk. on llu.u. I.himµ" (Philippians 4:8}. This is eJ(actly what took place when the maniac 
met Christ. Isn't that magnificent7 
Come back to right-mindedness. Paul seems, by the Holy Spirit, to have coined the 
word right-mindedness in his life and in his-writing. The following verses and passages wilt 
show you the chatlenge and the test of right-mindedness in the believer. 
In Acts 26, Paul is before Agrippa, and he has presented _a number of doctrines; the 
doctrine of the resurrection. the doctrine of conversion, the doctrine of missions, the 
doctrine of witnessing. Then., in verse twenty-four, Agrippa stops him and says, "q)md, 
tlw« tu/, bmde l/,y-1,,f/; nu.ult l.uunimJ- .JMJ,, mnltt littt mml." Agrippa is accusing Paul of 
being wrong-minded Now, if Paul was wrong-minded, he had to live in the wrong place; he-
had to be unrestrained; he had to- lack self-control; he had to be against that which was 
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spiritual and he had to be concerned with the lust of the flesh. That's exactly what Agrippa 
was saying to him. But in verse twenty-five, Paul says, ";J. am HDl mad, nw-d m,./,.k ~ 
lm1 JIUnk. /.n-dlt iJu UUJ¥lll ol lndh and ~" The word soberness is really the word 
ri9ht-mindedness. As a believer in Jesus Christ, think for a moment about what Paul had 
said before this. Having a right mind, you will believe in the resurrection; you will believe in 
conversion; you will believe in missions; you will believe in witnessing. That's what Paul had 
preached to Agrippa. and he said, "This is right-minded preaching." 
The maniac of Gadara believed in those four things. When Christ touched him, he 
became a new creature. He had no problem about conversion; he had no problem about 
missions; he had no problem about witnessing because he w-ent and declared all the 
marvelous things that Christ had done for him. He had become a right-minded individual. 
You can tell a right-minded preacher. He believes in the resurrection; he believes in 
conversion; he believes in missions; he believes in witnessing. 
";]. h#_.1RU.h IJ(Jll ~ lucdltnn7 by, llu m£llllJ_ t,/ .(µ,d, IJw1 
,µ, /lUHRf ,µ,a,. 6bdiH IL lionuJ mui/i.a, lw.hJ,, fY'llpinW£ UIWJ. 
,(µJ.d., ,nlti.J,, i,_ yMU UD.JbnnJ,h JHO.i.tt. obuL tu nDf eonJ"'-"llll. 
lt1- dtu wo¥1.d: lud tu,µ~ /Jg du. UJW.OUt(J oJ fJ,tJ./.U. 
mind, tJuI1 ,,µ, mLUJ P,,IJM. mlud h IJwJ. 1J,OM.., and ~"-7 
and pn/.ttl, tJJil1 "' i}Dd. (]<J# d- ID.IJ,, ~ 1/u 9Nlll gi,m>n 
wrw nu, lb WU1J- ntlUL llwJ. u. «mMUJ g,oa, nol. lo- lhink tJ/, 
himu/1. mon hi.gJ,J.y, tJum lu Oll(Jht ti,. think; 1ml. lb- t.lwtk 
~---" 
Romans 12:1-3 
Here, again, we come upon our word right-mindedness. A Christian who thinks right-
mindedly will never put himself into a position in which he should not be. These verses say 
that a believer should think of himself, but not more highly than he ought to think of 
himself, and this on the basis of right-mindedness. Christians are to put themselves in the 
perspective of right-mindedness. 
In 1 Timothy 2, the word right-mindedness, often translated sober-minded, is used in 
regard to Christian ladies. Verse nine says, "dff. li.lu nuuutU· oluJ., tJw1 tmJ.fflllL ad.Mn 
llunuJna. in mDdul llfl.lllinl u,iJl,, .Juime-f,attd,tt.u mu/.~--·" Note that it says, 
"in like manner." That which preceded this is the subject of men and praying. Paul exhorts 
that men are to pray everywhere. Then, in the manner of men praying, he picks up the 
subject of women and their appearance and dress. He uses the word sobriety. In its original 
form, the word is ri9ht-mindedness. 
Isn't it amazing that in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, Christ describes the maniac as 
being clothed? And the first time we have the word connected with women, it is connected 
with their dress. It is interesting that Christian ladies are told that they must dress by using 






right-minded ladies will dress with that which will become women professing righteousness. 
Here is a key. Ladies, you are to dress thinking about three things. First, is it modest? 
Second. does it come from right thinking? And third, does it become godliness? If you can 
answer yes to all three, then you can wear what you are planning to wear. If you can't, you 
should not wear it. 
A part of being a right-minded person is how you appear on the outside. Your 
appearance not only proves that you are saved by grace. but that you have been 
transformed from a wrong-minded person to a right-minded person. In 1 Timothy 2:15 the 
subject of Christian women and their virtues continues and it also is based on right-
mindedness. Paul tells them about faith and love and holiness. You see, a Christian lady will 
not have faith unless she thinks about it. A Christian lady will not practice biblical love 
unless she thinks about it. And a Christian lady will not practice holiness unless she thinks 
about it. We have long been taught that when a sinner accepts Christ, everything becomes 
automatic and you don>t have to think anymore because God does your thinking for you. If 
this were true, our observation would have to say that at times God isn't doing too much 
thinking. Ladies are admonished to adom themselves with sobriety, with right-mindedness. 
In 1 Timothy 3, the qualifications of a bishop, or pastor, are given. Verse two says, 
"cl/_ lmiwp, tlwt nuut ~ t,/.,u,uhu, du luuhand o/. NU ml/I,, I,~ ,mJi,hud,, 
.w/Ju. ..• " Here is our word right-minded. A bishop, or pastor, has to be able to relax. He 
has to know how to be clothed. That is our word. A pastor has to be able to think. A 
pastor, like the maniac healed by Christ. will be shunned by other people. A pastor has to be 
able to pray. A pastor has to desire fellowship with Christ. A pastor has to be useful. That 
is our definition of a right-minded person, and here it is one of the qualifications of a bishop 
or pastor. In fact, the same qualification is found in Titus 1:8. 
Second Timothy 1:7, which will be enlarged upon in another chapter. says. "(lo.,. 
.IJi,d ludh Rbi gmni tu tJu &pim o/. /llut; bat o/. flJJ-lJJll-, and o/. ~ and t,J a UJURd 
mlnd." What did God give the wrong-minded maniac? He gave him a right mind. He gave 
him the spirit of power so that his life was changed. The maniac could now sit, be clothed, 
be useful, be praying. We can see that God gave him the power of love because he went back 
to his own city and published what had happened to him. This verse in Timothy says that all 
believers are given a spirit of a sound mind. I would like to believe that Paul is saying, by the 
Holy Spirit, that God gives us the ability to think. This does not mean that we do not have 
to practice and mature in our biblical thinking, but certainly we have not scratched the 
surface of the power of the believing mind. 
In Titus 2:1 and 2, we read, "(}Jul ~ tJwu du llti.ntµ wltkh ~ M'mlld 
dNbi.nL: glud. du mpd mnt. u 1.oiu.Jl. •. " Paul here begins with the elder Christian. It is 
the privilege of the aged Christian to manifest right-mindedness. By the time a Christian 
matures in age, he should be grown enough in the grace and the knowledge of Christ to be 
looked upon as a believer with godly wisdom. May God give us some aged men whom we can 
look up to who are right-minded, who know how to think, who know how to appear, who 
know how to pray, who know how to fellowship, who know how to be useful for Christ until 
they are called Home. 
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Titus 2:3 and 4 says, "glu, mµ.d lJJ.NIUlt lilwoh~ ... " The word likewise infers that 
what was said in the previous verse applies to the subject of the present verse. Aged women 
are to be right-minded, believing women. They will find this necessary if they are going to 
practice what Titus 2:3 says. Possibly, the reason we have a generation of Christian young 
ladies who do not know how to act is because we have a generation of older Christian ladies 
who do not act according to the Word of God. How do you get young Christian wives to love 
their husbands, to love their children, to obey their husbands? Paul says they are to be 
taught by the elder women who know what it means and who teach it because they practice 
it. Aged, believing women are to be right-minded, so that they may also be right in behavior, 
appearance, fellowship, prayer, and usefulness. And these right-minded ladies will pass this 
on so that young Christian ladies will also become right-minded. 
In verse four, we see that the aged women are to teach the young women to be 
sober. Young women are to be right-minded, for only right-minded Christian women will be 
able to live obediently to the Word of God without criticism, without jealousy, without envy. 
You see, everything in the believer's life starts with a right mind, based on a soul saved by 
grace. And right-mindedness causes believers of all ages to be able to do what God asks 
them to do. Basically, young women are important in regard to right-mindedness, for this is 
the basis on which to love their husbands, to love their children, to be discreet [that is the 
same form of the word sober]. Paul said it twice to young women. Sober is the word for 
riyht-mindedness. Discreetness is right-mindedness that has the ability to understand. In 
verse six Paul says, "¾ang, tn.t!R.. lilumi.u a/tut b,.. /u.. .w-1,u. miluhd. 11 You know, it looks 
like Paul had a hobby. That hobby was the soberness, the right-mindedness of the saints. 
Paul covered every age group-aged men, aged women, young women, young men. 
No one is excused. If you claim the name of Christ as your Savior, you have the privilege of 
right-mindedness. 
In Titus 2:12 we read, "(ittllhl.n.tJ, ,.u IJud. <UnlJllUJ ~ an.d w.o,/JJg, ~ 
uu. Juw1d UM. u,./,n/g, ... 11 We should live right-mindedly. Christian, what kind of a mind do 
you have? A wrong mind that dwells on dead things, that has no restraints or self-control, 
that does not like spiritual things, that leans toward fleshly lusts? Or are you right-minded, 
contented, clothed, thinking, praying, useful? To be spiritually minded, right-minded, is to 
really live. Think of the privilege we have in Christ because He has given us the "spirit. .. of a 





<Jiu f/)tmM/uJ Jllind 
"dbul uLk ,w.f, wlu,J ,µ. JwJ1 tn1, N- u,/ud (I£ JuJ1 dmtk, 
IUidttJt'. k ,µ o/- dmthl/nl mind." 
Luke 12:29 
The phrase doubtfut mind should be translated not anxious. It means to be divided 
or variance. The book of James talks about a double-minded believer. This describes a 
believer in Christ who claims His name but has a divided mind. 
What makes a doubtful-minded Christian? What makes for an anxious mind? The 
study of this phrase in Luke 12 begins in verse fifteen. Do you think the disciples ever had 
any questions about material things? Did the disciples ever think about material things? 
Some of them had families. Some had a business before they were called to follow Christ. I 
have often tried to imagine what some of the wives of the disciples thought when they didn't 
come home for dinner. I wondered what happened when Peter came home one day and said 
to his wife, "I gave up the boat." You can imagine her saying, "How are we going to live?" 
What Peter said we do not know. Possibly he told her that they were going to live by faith. 
Sometimes our Bible is strangely silent about the lives and families of the disciples. 
What did they do for their families? What did the Lord admonish them to do? 
Normally our answer is, "They lived in a different age." Are you aware that there are 
Christians in the twentieth century that are not as well off materially as some of the 
disciples in the first century? Somehow we have taken affluence and equated it with 
Christianity. 
The normal teaching of the parable of the rich fool is a teaching regarding eternity 
and man's soul, and I have no criticism of this. In Luke 12:15, however, Jesus said to His 
disciples, "galtt /uni., an.d bv.iui.u a/. ~ /N a man '.1..1.ip. t!mUi,J.,Jl,, Ml in du 
alm.mhmtt 6/- du lltimµ whwt lu ~-" After giving this statement to the disciples, 
He gave the parable of the rich fool. It seems that this parable was meant to be the 
foundational teaching on the subject of covetousness and life on earth; and to teach the 
disciples something about a doubtful mind. There were times I believe that the disciples 
came to Christ and said, "Master, we have a material problem. We have families at home.D I 
believe this happened as they followed the Lord. 
The parable of the rich fool teaches about a doubtful mind. The Bible has much to 
say about material things and money. If Christ found that problem in His day, it is probably 
enlarged today. Many people are drawn between two thoughts; the teaching of Christ and 
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His Word regarding the needs supplied and the total philosophy we have of looking toward 
the future and our needs at that time. The rich man in this parable had a problem. His 
farm was producing more than he could use or store. This caused him to be restless and 
unhappy. We are told that he cried, "I have not room to bestow my fruits." Therefore, we 
assume that his surplus was of the ground or of the tree. How was he going to keep this 
surplus? Did he have cold storage? Was it just grain? Could he dry it? No, I rather think 
we see his selfishness. He does not mention sharing it. But he decides to rebuild his barns 
and make them larger. Somehow he has today•s philosophy, bigger and larger are better. 
So he made his plans. If he could carry out his plan, and keep his goods, they would 
probably rot. 
In verse nineteen, the rich fool says, "&al, tlwa had ,m,uh (Jb8dt I.aid up, l"'-
mu.J'I.IJ, (flD.ll; l.o.ltt llti.,u en.J.14 ml, ~ and In 111£1¥9,." I would remind you that he was 
not irreligious. He believed in the soul; he believed that in his being apart from his body 
there was that which was immortal. . Now, we know in the parable that God called him a fool. 
True, this is an excellent evangelistic text, but this is not where the parable stops. The 
parable has just begun. Verse twenty-one says, " & it he dud. lmµJ.h up, UllLJ.1.1.ll '8,-
hi.nuJ/. .. » Here we have the definition of a fool. A fool is a person who believes in a soul, 
but lays up for himself treasures on earth while he is alive in his body. Is it possible that 
believers in Jesus Christ could be fools? But there is a second phrase in _verse twenty-one, 
" ... wul. u. niJ.l ,iJ,. wmn.,d -<;},t,d." In other words, a person who is rich toward God is not a 
fool. 
Although a parable is an earthly account with a spiritual, heavenly meaning, and 
although this parable beautifully tells about the soul. eternity and Christ's ability to save, I 
believe it also teaches about the disciples, or any believer, and their concern for material 
things. For verse twenty-two says, "dlnd he .udd I.I.Ith,. /tu dueip/n" (those who left their 
businesses, their tables, and I assume a major part of their time with their families). Our 
Lord is going to teach them something about being rich toward God and also something 
about an amdous mind. He now gives them four arguments or illustrations, or possibly a 
foundational thought and three illustrations. Bear in mind that Luke's account is not in the 
Sermon on the Mount, although it sounds just like part of that sermon we find in Matthew. 
It would seem that Christ had to teach some things twice. The parable sounds strangely like 
Matthew 6:33, "(]1111 .JH.k tµ, /int iJu. kin.tµ{.om. o/. .(J.o.d7 and hu. ~ and all 
tlttn. thin.g,.,i JuJl. h ml.d.nl aniJJ. ,µ,a." Here in Luke 12:22, he says, "Q'alu 11.b tJ«,.w,,J,1 ... " 
Now we can hear ourselves saying, "We just can't live that way today. We have to think." Do 
we? 
When I was first teaching this lesson, a very intelligent Christian lady came to see me. 
She wanted some counsel regarding her relationship with her husband.. As we chatted, she 
told me was that her husband thought that if she had one dress, that was enough. She 
mentioned how he would argue and yell when she asked for money to buy new clothes. She 
said she decided one day just to talk with the Lord about her need. So she simply told the 
Lord of her need for clothing. Well, of course, you know what happened. As I looked at her 





prayer in less than one week by supplying twenty outfits. Now, they were not brand new, 
but they were more than acceptable and they didn't cost her husband one penny. Of course. 
her husband was now angry because those who had given her the clothing would think he 
was too cheap to buy her any clothes. Sometimes one isn•t able to win a battle either way. 
In verse twenty-four, Christ talks about birds. They do not sow grain. they do not 
reap grain, and they do not build storehouses. Now notice that the parable is still 
continuing. The parable of the rich fool was about surplus and building more storehouses. 
And so Christ says to the disciples, "I would like to talk to you about the birds. God feeds 
them. Are we not better than birds?" Christ didn't die for birds! 
In verse twenty-five, Christ talks about growth. Can you, by thinking. increase your 
physical height? If this were possible. many of us would have done this years ago. We would 
love to be taller. It really isn't any fun being a shorty. But Christ said God has ordained our 
height. We may be able to change our width after we have reached our God-given height. 
but we cannot change our height. 
In verse twenty-seven, Christ talks about flowers. "~ lJu li1in, » He said. 
Certainly flowers have no cares; they have no anl(ieties. The flowers to which He refers grew 
sporadically; they grew anywhere. But they had some use, for the flowers gathered moisture 
and then the grass grew around them. This presented double beauty, grass and flowers. 
All of these arguments end in this phrase. 110 ,µ o/. /iJJh /oil.It-." Now this cannot 
refer to an unbeliever. An unbeliever has no faith. Christ speaks of little faith here, but at 
least faith is present. I believe Christ is talking about His disciples who were thinking about 
life, home, food, and clothing. We are not to be concerned with these things. Those of His 
disciples who were concerned were not people of great faith. They were people of little faith 
and doubtful minds. 
The moment you and I as believers have anxious minds, we have little faith. Many 
believers would immediately say, "Well, I'd rather have little faith and be materially 
comfortable than to have great faith and have nothing."' Most believers I know live in 
am<iety. What are you amdous about? Verse twenty-nine says, "Juk Ml ye wha1 fJ£. AhoJL 
ml, o.,. wiwl rJL JuJ1 d,;,,,k ... " Many believers are more concerned about food than they 
are about Christ. We live from one meal to the next. Notice it is God's norm to feed the 
birds, to be concerned about our growth, to see tliat there are beautiful flowers in the field. 
This is God's least function in the creation. 
What produced the anxiety in the rich fool? First, selfishness. If you as a believer 
have little faith, you will find your mind at variance. You will be a double-minded believer. 
You will be an anxious believer. Check yourself. Much of your anxiety concerns your home. 
your clothing, your food, and its basis is selfishness. 




Third, his life was totally materialistic. Verse thirty says, "(Jt,¥. «11 iluJ£. ihimµ.. 
[food, shelter, clothing] di,. du no1i.Mu o/ flu WNl.d H£k a/Jo. ... ,, Now, on the basis of our 
study, a believer is considered only in the light of the world, and no better than the world, 
if he is constantly concerned with material things. 
We as believers have been caught up in the world's rat race of jobs, prestige, money, 
home, and all the other things that are so earthly nice. You see, as verse thirty continues, 
" •.. ,pm,. /,al.ho luwm.nlt tlud ,µ. lu11u n.ttd o/- lhue !hintµ." What produces a doubtful 
mind in a believer? Selfishness-self centeredness-materialism. Verse thirty-two says, 
"(lw.,. ~ lllfk /Juk.,, 
How do you get rid of a doubtful mind? Well, Christ was a little harsh. The formula 
is probably unacceptable to us today. Verse thirty-three says, "&IL IJud ,µ. ~ mul 
gi.M. ... " The answer to the fool who believed in his eternal soul was to sell and give, not 
keep and hoard. Was the Lord telling the disciples to sell? Some of them could have had 
material possessions. What about Matthew? 
Doubtful, anxious. Christian minds are tied to material concerns. You can analyze 
this in your own life. As recorded in Matthew 14:29-30, when Peter looked at the material 
elements, having begun to walk on the water toward Christ, he began to sink. The Lord said, 
"Peter, why are ye so doubtful? You became anxious, Peter. rou looked at the material 
world and said, •1 shouldn't be walking on water,' and you weren't." 
Christians have a choice; to live as fools, rich toward the world and poor toward God 
with anxious, doubtful minds, or rich toward God, great in faith with stable minds. Most 
worry and anxiety is founded on material concerns. Most Christians are concerned with 
the same things as the world: house, food, clothing, pleasures. It takes some sacrifice to be 
able to say to the world, "I don't need all the material things and pleasures. I am trying to 







g1u (qa,.naf Jllind 
"(ltw- 1i,. ~ ttunnlly, mJ.n.ded u dt.alh ... " 
Romans 8:6a 
The Bible describes three types of human beings. First, the Bible designates a group 
called the natural man. The Bible describes the natural man as one who has not accepted 
Jesus Christ as his personal Savior. He has one nature; it is the nature of Adam. The natural 
man has never been touched by the grace of God. First Corinthians 2:llf. reads, "(!Jul IJu. 
n.alum1 mo.n llllWdJ,, ""'- /Ju IJwuµ "'- IJu. Jpi,i1 o/. (i}.od: ""- lJuv, till ~ unlo-
hi.nt. ,,, 
The second group the Bible designates is believers who are identified as carnal 
Christians. In order to realize this biblical term, we need to tum to 1 Corinthians 3. 
Certainly the book of 1 Corinthians was written to believers, but notice chapter three verse 
one. "ofn.d ;J., b.nlltun, «JU1.d n1'i J.IUD_k un1J,. IJ-8a tu unlo- l.pi.ri1mJ, 1ml. ill unlo-
to..m.JJL ... " So the Bible describes a group called brethren, believers, but designates them as 
carnal. The carnal believer is born again. He has the spiritual resources he needs at his 
command, but he minds the things of the flesh. He is concerned and dominated by what we 
call the carnal or fleshly mind. A believer never reverts to the natural man again, but he can 
live outwardly by the domination of the flesh. 
The third group the Bible designates is obvious. A person in this group is called a 
spiritual believer. He is born again; he has all the positions of the carnal believer, but his life 
is surrendered, controlled, and dominated by the Holy Spirit Who indwells him. 
Are you a miserable Christian? Are you a confused Christian? Are you a Christian 
with mental anguish? Romans 8:1 says, "gJuu it I.Juu/Dn n.JJm. m,. llJ~ 1.J,. IJum. 
mhiJt fill in eJurm (fenu, wlu,. uudk nol a/hr- tlu I/nit, 1ml a/fu. IJu dp.UiL" There is 
some controversy about this verse. My personal conviction is that it has a two-fold meaning. 
First, it shows me my position in Christ. There is no condemnation to them that know 
Christ Jesus as Savior. The carnal Christian has the same position as the spiritual Christian. 
He cannot be condemned by God. 
But second, the verse possibly speaks of the miserableness of some Christians. "There 
is therefore no [miserableness} to those who are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the 
flesh, but walk after the spirit." True, the word flesh refers to the body, but the verse does 
not say, "walk after the natural man." A carnal Christian will be miserable and this is proof 
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that he is a born again believer. That miserableness will be mental. Anxiety, doubt, and 
negative thinking comes from the believer's own mind because of his conduct governed by 
the flesh. The believer governed by the Holy Spirit will have a far different mental attitude. 
Romans 8:5 says, "(lo,. ilw;, 11,_gJ Oll a/.lu IJu /fult dt,.. mind du 1./wuµ, o/. ll,1. 
IJ.,,.J,,." ls it possible for a man to be regenerated and still be completely concerned with the 
tlesh7 The answer is "yes," and that produces a miserable Christian if he will be honest. A 
so-called Christian who can live after the flesh and not be miserable should question whether 
he is truly born again. "gfuJJ dud au oJh,-ll,.1. ~do.mind the 1./wuµ, o/ du Spim. 11 
A spiritual Christian is concerned about spiritual things. 
We are now to verse si.", "(lo.,. bJ- h &1r.nol.L,,J minded it dmdt." It does not say, 
naturally minded. In l Corinthians 2:14, the word is natural, but that is not used here. This 
is the word carnal, used by Paul in 1 Corinthians 3:1. An unregenerate person in essence 
cannot be carnal because he is not saved; he is only a natural man. Our concern here is the 
believer with a carnal mind. We see three thoughts in Romans 8. 
• First, "go. b.r. ~ minded u lUIIlh. " Does this mean the carnally minded 
believer loses his salvation? No. That is not what Paul says. To be a carnally 
minded Christian is to find yourself acting and feeling that you are separated 
from God. That is death in its -first thought. The effect of a believer who follows 
carnal-mindedness will bring the effect of death-separation. How many times 
have you talked to someone you know is born again and, in his miserable 
tl,inking, he said, "Tm not sure I'm saved.»? What has this life produced? In 
practicality, death. But this is not positionally. How much our mind governs our 
conduct and our conduct governs our feelings! 
• Second, we find in Romans 8:7 that the "mnud miR.d u mm11y, a.tµJhu1 fµ,d." 
Again, it does not say the natural mind. Enmity means animosity. Did you know 
that a Christian can be against God? This is what the phrase says. 
• Third, in verse eight, "Jc_ liwJ llwL l1ll in tlu lhJ,_ [carnally minded Christians} 
emuttJl phw.t .(µJ.d. " 
Romans 7 is usually looked upon as a chapter known experientially by Paul as a 
description or illustration of a defeated Christian. Twenty-sill times in chapter seven the 
word I is found. Only one time is the word Spirit used. In chapter eight the word I is used 
two times and the word Spirit twenty-seven times. What is the solution to the I problem? 
Spiritual-mindedness, but that is another chapter. What is the key to the defeated 
Christian? Carnal-mindedness. · 
Few of us, thinking af the Apostle Paul, would believe that he was ever discouraged or 
defeated. But he was, and here in Romans 7 he tells us about it. In the defeated believer of 







efforts. Have you ever known anyone like this? The person who is saved is acting out of 
character. He reverts to his former life and efforts. He acts as if he does not know Christ. 
Are there times when you act and think like you don't know Christ? Did you lose your 
salvation? Positively not! You became a carnal-minded Christian. You stepped down from 
the spirit to the flesh. 
Romans 7:14 declares, "(1,o,. IN. Imo.a,. llwl lJu I.am. u Api.,il.aal.- lml ;;J. am m.r.naJ., 
uud. u.n.du. Jin. 11 Who is the I in this verse? It is the Apostle Paul. Paul says he experienced 
a time when he was carnal. Someplace after the Damascus Road experience, Paul became a 
carnal-minded Christian. We are told that the word translated carnal comes from two 
original Greek words. The first of these is tied to the word material. Romans 8:6 might 
look like this, "For to be [materially] minded is death." Romans 7:14 would say, "For I am 
[material]." If you have read the chapter on the "Doubtful Mind" you are aware that this 
thought 'fits. Materialism in a Christian will lead to an an)lious, doubtful mind. 
The second of these Greek words is ethical. Now, this does not fit as easily into our 
thoughts. Based on these two words, a carnal Christian is one who has descended from his 
high place of privilege to fight and live by material means, a means which is perfectly ethical 
according to popular standards. This is the definition we need to learn and study and we 
will see how a carnally minded Christian operates. 
The believer who becomes or stays carnally minded is always reasoning that his 
conduct and desire are right. What causes him to believe this? Because his desire always 
coincides with that which is popular with the world. When one born by the grace of God 
descends from high to low and puts all of his thinking on a material plane, and says that the 
means of that thinking is perfectly ethical according to the standards of the world in which 
he lives, he is a carnally minded Christian. And Paul says, «1 am carnal." Based on material 
and ethical, I mind the flesh. I give myself to the flesh and I do not care for that which is 
spiritual. A carnal Christian is not a spiritual Christian. He has the same faith, the same 
position, the same privileges, but he always thinks on the material, ethical, or popular level. 
Not only did Paul say that he was carnal, but also that he was. "u,/d lllUll/l .tin." As 
you think of the word under think of the word beneath or as you find in other verses in the 
New Testament, the word subjective or subjection. Paul says that a carnal Christian is sold 
or weighted down by sin. He is subject to sin. You can see why a carnal Christian would be 
miserable. A camal Christian, through his mind, finds his flesh subject to sin. In his book 
on Romans, Roy Laurin says, "As a camal Christian, I automatically relieve myself of the 
protection and power of a victorious spiritual life; not protection from eternity. for the 
Christian has this; nor protection from hell, for he has this in Christ, but protection from a 
life which would be the opposite from condemning one's self. A Christian who consistently 
walks after the flesh is a Christian who has lost the protection of a Spirit-ti.lied life. Such a 
believer will be constantly under·the bondage of sin even though he is in Christ." 
A carnal-minded Christian will sin. In fact, a carnally minded Christian has to sin. 
For to be carnally minded is death, animosity toward God, an inability to face or please God. 
Beginning with Romans 7:15, Paul perfectly described the thinking of a carnal Christian. 
What he wants and knows to do, he doesn't; and what he doesn't want to do, he does. Paul 
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even says in verse 18, that "i.n mtJ, 1/.nh d.mdhlh ll.D- tJL}-M t.hiniJ." But Christians' bodies 
can be stronger than their minds. Matthew 26:41 reminds us that, "du l,pi.,J1 i.ndttd u 
toillhuJ, hul du /lnh u mm.k." Verse 23 says, ";] .ttt a.Jfb.l.h.u I.am i.n lftlJ, nu.n,/my_ [that 
is. the body or flesh], WllllUUJ- tllJflUUl du lmn o/ mJJ, mind and lwi.nguuJ nu i.nhJ-
~---" In verse 22 Paul delights. "ill lJu. Ima o/. (Ji,d a/fa du bu.o.oNL mnn." He 
really is a spiritual person, but he has a war between his flesh and his mind. 
His mind, touched by the Holy Spirit, knew how he should act and yet the world has 
told him that the action af the flesh is ethical and popular, so it must be all right And then 
the illustration naturally flows to chapter eight. If a believer in Christ will walk after the 
spirit moment by moment, he will not be a carnally minded Christian characterized by 
mental miserableness. 
Are there further results of the carnal mind than the three mentioned in Romans 
eight? In 1 Corinthians 3:1,2, we find that the carnally minded believer cannot be taught 
the Word of God in depth .. "dbu/. 'd, hulltun, ~ NM ~ wtk- IJbU tu un/JJ . 
.tp.i.,ih.ud, 1ml {U_ unlA- tt1RUil, mm (ll antt,_ ha.bn ... 'd- 1wm,_ Id ,µa wi1k mil.k and nDl 
tD1JI,, meal ... " Carnally minded Christians are babies. In verse three we read, " ... glun. u 
ll.llWIYJ- tpJU ~ and mip,, and din.i.uoM.L" The cause of all envy and division and 
strife, beginning in the individual life as well as in the family and the local church, is carnal. 
fleshly minded Christians. But notice the rest af verse three, "d/.u ,µ m,l ~ and 
wulk tLl mot?" In other words, Paul is saying, "You look like a sinner; you act like a sinner; 
you talk like a sinner; you think like a sinner." And yet, according to 1 Corinthians 1, these 
Corinthians were saved and sanctified. 
When the believer in Christ fashions his thinking after the world, the flesh will take 
over. Although he may appear happy, the true Christian will be inwardly and mentally 
condemning himself. Most of the mental anguish in Christians can be traced to a desire to 
fit into the world in which they live and the so-called popularity that it offers. 
Paul writes in 2 Corinthians 10:4 and 5, "<ft,,. du unapMt,L o/. tJ1LJt- l.Olll</.an an. nJJJ. 
~ baJ. miLp,hJ. lhmm;Jt ~ l.o- lJu. pn/lHUJ, dbllJn n/ &utmlJ, holdA; t2a.duuJ, donm. 
imag1.n.nJi.Mu. {that's a mental word1 and '-DUY, hi,µ,, llti.mJ llw.J ,:,nit,//,_ iJ..ulJ. atJ,Dilul flu 





g1u Jpmhud Jllind 
" ... ilwJ f.lud ,UR, a/In nu J,miL l mi.ltd} flu lhi.,uµ IJ/ llu Jpi¥iL" 
Romans 8:Sb 
The opposite of the carnally minded Christian is the spiritually minded Christian. If 
the carnally minded believer is concerned with the things of the flesh, then the spiritually 
minded believer is concerned with the Holy Spirit. In fact, that simple statement is the test 
to detennine if you are spiritually minded. As simple as that sounds. we must go further 
and find out that which concerns the Holy Spirit. This would seem like a difficult or a 
tedious task. but it is rather simple. 
In John 16, Christ teaches the disciples about the Holy Spirit. The chapter rings with 
the work of the Holy Spirit and, without much imagination, shows us what our concern 
should be as spiritually minded individuals. 
"olnd wJun lu u ttJnu, lu will lfqutJO#, flu ~ "'mt, "'~ and 
6/. ;,«l.tp,wd" (John 16:8). Here we see three concerns of the Holy Spirit. The first is sin. 
As a spiritually minded believer, you are going to be concerned about sin. Second · is 
righteousness. The word possibly includes right conduct and activity. The Holy Spirit is 
concerned about our conduct, our outward expression of that which is within. Third, the 
Holy Spirit is concerned about judgment. Again, as believers, we try to lay this word aside. 
but Paul reminds us that all believers will stand before the Bema Seat of Christ. We know 
that this is not judgment for sin, but the deeds the believer does after he is saved are tested 
for rewards. Spiritually minded Christians are concerned with rewards if for no other 
reason than to cast them at the feet of the Savior. 
Immediately we see that conduct is important to the Holy Spirit; conduct regarding 
sin, and righteousness. and judgment. Here is an area of test for the Christian. Are you 
concerned about sin, about conduct, about rewards? 
But even greater than these, the Holy Spirit is primarily concerned about Christ. 
John writes that the Holy Spirit, when He is come, will "(Jll.i.<h ,p,a i,nh,. all ln.JJJ,_,, (John 
16:13). Truth is Christ and His Word. A spiritually minded believer will be_ concerned about 
Christ and the Word of God. Be careful of those who say that a really spiritual Christian 
will manifest the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit never pushes Himself. He always glorifies the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
The Holy Spirit is also concerned about discernment. As 1 Corinthians 2:14 says, 
<¥(Ruf flu IUl.h.ua.l ma.n u.ttllJ#Jh nol I.Ju lhi.,uµ ol- lite Spir-il "' .(JML: I"'- dul,I till 
~ un1.tJ.. him; nmlto: lll.ll lu luwm. 11um., bttnau dug, flll ~ di.wnu.d. " 
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I have been increasingly concerned about Christians who do not seem to have any 
discernment: discernment in the areas of music. reading, study, and people they follow. 
Christians should be careful when they say they read the Word of God and get little from it. 
One of the marks of a Christian is that he has the privilege and the mind to read God's Word 
and the indwe!Hng Holy Spirit to lead through that Word. Many Christians have the happy· 
go-lucky attitude of being saved and make light of the age of grace and say they can live like 
they want in the present world. So many Christians that I counsel say, as we discuss areas of 
their lives, "Pastor, I never thought about that."' This scares me. The Holy Spirit who 
indwells us always works through our minds and therefore He guides us in our thinking. 
The Holy Spirit is concerned with those characteristics listed as His fruit in Galatians 
5:22,23. «rBul tJu /lalJ. o/. tJu J,,l,il u UW-t,, ~? ~ ~~
~ /o..i1l4 m.ulm.n"7 [ufl~ ... " The spiritually minded believer is concerned 
with manifesting love; no, not erratic or erotic love, but God's love. He wants to manifest 
joy, not sorrow, discouragement, and disappointment. As a spiritually minded Christian, you 
will be concerned about peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and self-
control. A spiritually minded believer will be concerned with that which concerns the Holy 
Spirit. 
Romans 8:6 continues to describe the spiritually minded Christian by saying, " ... la lu. 
l.pi.,i1aalJ.y, m.i.nLUd. u Iiµ muL peaa." life and peace are possibly the results or 
manifestations of the spiritual mind. This is the opposite of the carnal mind. A spiritually 
minded Christian really lives. When you discern the things of the Spirit, which is first of all 
Christ, you really begin to live. Think of what Matthew 6:33 says, "(]Jul Jll.k. {JR, /inl tJu 
kbup/bm, o/. ~ and hit ~ .. ,, Are you really living? You won't be unless 
you put the things of the Spirit first: Christ, discernment, fruit. 
But Romans 8:6 goes further and says that to be spiritually minded is not only life, 
but also peace. This is the same thought we find in Isaiah 26:3 and John 14. In Philippians 
4:6,7, we find that peace is the result of prayer. A spiritually minded believer prays and, the 
peace of God, which passes all unq.erstanding keeps and guards his heart and mind through 
Christ Jesus. When are we as Christians going to team that we can either follow the flesh 
and the carnal mind and live like the sinner, antagonistic toward God, and we will be 
miserable; or we can listen to the mind of the Spirit and have peace and relaxation? 
According to Romans 8:7, the carnal-minded believer has enmity or animosity toward 
God. The opposite is true of the spiritually minded believer. He agrees with God. He has no 
animosity, no enmify. If you carry that thought far enough, you will find that the 
spiritually minded believer gives in to God. God will always win. We may argue with Him, try 
to get out from under God's voice and leading) but our spiritual mind will always come to 
the place of agreement with what He says. What God says to do, we will do. In His grace He 
continues to urge us and quietly waits, but in the end, the spiritual mind will say, "Not my 
will, but thine be done.» A spiritually minded believer obeys. 
Romans 8:8 says, "Jo. l.hm. llutJ, l1w1 tu, in I.Ju,,, /Jn,h llUtltJJI. pl,n.,, fµ,d." The 











Hebrews 11:6, "(Bul willtouJ. laiJI,, iL it imfwu.d,h f.o- pl,m, [{µdj." So, a spiritually 
minded believer will please God because of faith. The spiritually minded Christian will be one 
who exercises faith. Romans 8:10 reminds us, "obu/. ii f21uul he i.n (JO«, du.. IMd.JJ, u dead 
btttuu, ol- nn; /ml llu Jpim it /ile btttuu, o/ ~" Now this does not say the 
same thing as verse six when it speaks of life. A spiritually minded believer produces in his 
life righteousness that can be seen outwardly. You will be concerned about your conduct. 
A spiritually minded person will crucify the deeds of the body. The believer is to 
mortify the actions of the body. It does not say destroy the body, it says destroy the deed 
or actions of the body. Galatians 5:16 says, " ... walk in llu. cSpi,iL" A spiritually minded 
believer crucifies, deadens, mortifies the deeds of the flesh because he walks in the Spirit. 
" ... walk in du 3pi,il., mu/,,µ ihal.l RM /ui/ill IJu lu.d o/. tlu.. flnJ,,." It does not say, 
"maybe," or "possibly." It says, "shall not." Then, conversely, if we do not walk in the Spirit, 
we are susceptible to the lusts of the flesh. Again, it has nothing to do with our salvation; it 
has to do with the believer's walk. Also. if we are walking in the lust of the flesh. we cannot 
be walking in the Spirit. 
Colossians 3 gives us the same thought beginning with verse five. Here the word 
mortify appears again. The verse begins, "..lll.o#li/i.J, ~--" It is based on the 
previous verses that tell us that we are risen with Christ and that we are to set our 
affections on things above. Affection happens to be a mental word, not a heart word. Love 
is a heart word. I have to think about the things above if I am going to set my affection on 
them. We are reminded that we are dead and that our lives are hidden with Christ in God, 
and that Christ will return. All this precedes the command to mortify. The word is not 
preceded by a subject. It is the imperative you. This is not something God or the Holy 
Spirit is going to do. Nor does Paul say, «wait for the power to do it.» He just says, "You 
mortify the deeds of the flesh." Then he lists the deeds of the flesh. These are as common 
today as they were in Paul's time. In fact, in Paul's day the mental temptations were about 
the same as they are today. Paul lists those temptations of the physical body and the 
passions and desires of the mind. Only the spiritual mind will be able to kill, crucify the 
many temptations it faces by sight and sound today. All the advertising, all the TV, all the 
magazines of today are aimed at seducing the mind; and the spiritual mind has to take over 
and destroy that which tries to reach us. 
But God knew that some people would be able to get by most of those things listed in 
Colossians 3:5 until we get to covetousness. That is extremely difficult to mortify in this 
day and age. Covetousness is the norm and the average today. It is placed before us to give 
us incentive. The hardest thing for a believer to do is to destroy the desire for things. Now, 
a spiritually minded person, has to find himself destroying this sin. But lest you get· proud, 
read verses eight and nine. There is no place for untruth in the spiritually minded Christian. 
We want to get to verse fifteen, "obuJ.. hl du p.mtt 6/ .(jBd ml1.. i.n fJOll¥- h.to.m.,. " We 
cannot come to this verse without passing and practicing the spiritually minded traits of 
putting to death the conduct of the body. 
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Romans 8 says that the spiritually minded believer has a duty to mortify the deeds of 
the body. How is this·possible? Read Romans 8:13 carefully. It says, "(}Juli/. lu lhlO-llfP'-
llu Spi.,iL .. " This includes you and the Holy Spirit. As a believer you possess the Holy 
Spirit. When the mind wants to lie, or a lustful thought begins to enter your mind. the Holy 
Spirit must be allowed to take over. You call on the Spirit for help. And the emphasis and 
result is, "~ JuJl ~,, 
The spiritually minded believer receives guidance. This may not be the best word but 
it is understandable. Verse fourteen says, "(lo.,. lll many, tU an wL hJJ, /Ju Stu,i1 6/. 
.t;J.nd. .. " The Holy Spirit is in the guidance business as well as the delivering business. It is 
normal for the Christian to be led by the Holy Spirit. It is part of the spiritual mind. 
Proverbs 16:3 says, a~ lluJ_, WMlu unlb- IJu. ./!.fYll!l) mu/. IJr.v., llwatjJrh JwJl lu 
t1.Jf.oJ,/i.JJ,R.J_" Paul writes to Timothy, "(lo,_ .{Jo.d luu Ml gio.nt tu flu .ip.iliL 6/ /.ttu; Ind 
ol pcmu., and t,/ ~ and o/ a I.IJ.llH.d mind" (I Timothy 1:7). As a believer you have a 
mind, a mind that God uses. You have a mind that the Holy Spirit desires to control. But if 
your mind is controlled by fornication. and lasciviousness. covetousness and lying. these 
elements will take over. As we follow the Spirit's leading, we realize and prove that we are 
the sons of God. 
The spiritual mind lives in harmony. How do I know that I am a Christian? Well I 
come to Christ on the basis of the Word of God. But, as Paul wrote in Romans 8:16, "g/u 
Jpi,iJ. i1ulJ. hllIJldh wil.11.1!,u wii.h tJ.tu 'IU'i1 IJud UJ.t. llll llu elti/d,un_ o/,-IJ,od.,, This verse 
does not mean that the Spirit bears witness to our spirit, but that He is with our spirit. 
There is harmony that indwells me and assures me that I am following the Spirit's direction. 
Doubts come when the spiritual mind is laid aside. Also note that the harmony of the mind 
of the believer comes at the end of the list or the test of the spiritual mind. As each one is 
met, realized and practiced, the resultant harmony will be there. This is not pride. This is 
what the Bible says. 
Here is the test of the spiritual mind, the challenge to the believer: 
• He minds the things of the Spirit. 
• He really lives. 
• He is at peace. 
• He agrees with God. 
• He is obedient to God and His Word. 
• He is concerned with his conduct. 
• He mortifies the deeds of the body with the Spirit. 
• He has guidance. 
• He has harmony. 
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g/u_ ~ Jllind 
";}, kutth IJ,Oll IJun/o.u, l,,dltn_n, hy, lltt ltU?fflll "'(Jod, dud 
,µ. pnunl. IJ"IU- l,Ml,u a /io.ing, wui/itt, lwl.r,J, auq,tabk unlo-
(jod, uJuJt u vmu. ~ .umi.tt. dhul k nJJJ, ~ 
IJJ. 11th.. ,m,.,J_J_. 1ml I,,, ,µ, I.Nuu/.tJntttd l,g, du lllU'.WUtlJ, o/- f/.DI.U-
mind, lluil ~ nu,,y, ~ wlwf. l.t dud ~ and {I~ 
tutti.~ will o/.-lJ.od-,, 
Romans 12:1, 2 
The key to the believers mind is found in these two familiar verses. We as believers 
have no problem with the heart. We have no problem with the soul. But we do have 
problems with the mind. 
There are four key words in these verses: first the word present, second the word 
noncomformity, translated "be not conformed;., third, the word transformed; the fourth, 
renewed or "'the renewed mind." Logically you cannot get to the fourth word without 
practicing the other three. How do we, as believers, get to the place of the practical or 
converted mind7 How do we get our lives to the place of the practical, converted mind? 
How do we get our lives to the place of nonconformity? What will cause us to practice 
biblical separation? Possibly pastors and teachers have tried to teach separation and biblical 
living, which no doubt is the opposite of worldliness, to those who could only practice it 
legalistically, or because someone said they should. Now this may not be entirely wrong, for 
believers should have some restriction on their conduct. But some place in the line of 
Christian experience, there should be maturity and the ability to lead the Christian life 
without always thinking about it. If the flesh operates automatically, then the Spirit given 
to every believer should be able to come to this position. 
It is not uncommon for believers to get upset when they are taught the doctrine of 
separation. Our two verses give us the order and we should never endeavor to practice 
Romans 12:2 without first practicing Romans 12:1. Someone has written that, "the basis 
for holy living is revelation, the method for holy living is consecration, and the outcome of 
holy living is transformation." You will never get Christians to act like Christians, even 
though they are born again, until they have been practically transformed. 
Romans 12 is a chapter on consecration. Consecration is a good word. No doubt the 
therefore of verse one refers to the entire book of Romans up to this point. The apostle 
Paul, by the Holy Spirit, has completed the description of sinful man, the faith of Abraham, 
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the superabounding grace of God, the position and practice of the believer, and then he 
reminds us of this quotation, "therefore." "'d. lu.,nJ,, ,µm ~ bn.J.Jtun." is not a 
command, a harsh ~hortation, or a great deal of pressure, but a strong urging based on 
that which was taught previously. This appeal is "fire '1Ullfll IJ/, .(J,od.,, Mercy is a heart 
action that causes something to be done. What does this appeal by Paul ask the believer to 
do? He asks us, "to present." This is our first key word. The word present is the word to 
9ive, or a yift. It is that which is a necessary foundation for consecration. Now, you cannot 
consecrate yourself. All that you can do is present yourself. 
First Chronicles 29 tells us that David has gathered materials for the building of the 
temple. This temple is an interesting subject. The New Testament refers to the body of the 
believer as the "temple of the Holy Spirit."' So we can carry over a great deal of teaching 
from the temple of the Old Testament to the temple of the New Testament. In verses three, 
four, and five -we are given a long list of those items that David has gathered. In verse five, 
the question is asked, "70fu,. l.lun. iL mi.ll.i.nlJ b,. ~-.. ?" Here is our word present. 
There are a number of definitions for the word consecration. One writer says that 
consecration means, "to fill the hand." Still another says that a loose translation of this 
question is, "Who then is willing to fill the hand this day for service unto the Lord?" Still 
further, "Who is willing to come to God with his hands full, ready for service. with every 
faculty presented to and used for God?" Now you see Paul's word present He says, "I 
beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present yourselves full handed, 
with every faculty ready to be used by God," 
It is interesting that the Old Testament temple would never have been erected if 
someone had not volunteered. And so there will be no rene-wed minds until believers 
voluntarily present their bodies. What a volunteer group of workers David records! Many 
believers are fearful of presenting their bodies to God, because they are sure God will ask 
them to serve full time as a missionary, or a pastor, or a teacher, or a Christian worker. 
All the believer can do is present. It is God who consecrates, and He has guaranteed 
that He will do so. God asks you to act in regard to consecration by voluntarily giving as a 
gift something that is very personal to you-your body. This is the best gift we can give 
because our bodies are the actions and ei<pressions of our character. 
Without changing the thought of our translation, read carefully, "I beseech you 
therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living sacrifice, which 
will be holy and acceptable unto God, and your reasonable service." To whom do you 
present your body? This is the key to the renewed mind. First of all, God does not need 
your body; He is in heaven. Christ does not need your body because He has a glorious body. 
Now we have only one person of the trinity left. Who needs your body? The Holy Spirit 
does. This verse has nothing to do with receiving the Holy Spirit or inviting the Holy Spirit 
into your life. This was explained in Romans 8:9. The Holy Spirit indwells the body of the 
believer by right of salvation and the right of redemption. But the Holy Spirit is seeking the 








word in Titus 3:5, ~rn_,,i &.J UJUlu t,/, ~ umim, ID"- luwe dam,_, 1ml ll.llNdi.n.g, 
f.tJ_ hi,_ ffl£llLJ, lu uwd, ~ htJ, du tJJa.JtimJ, ot lliJ.fflHII.~ and nn£JJJin.g, "'- t1tt ~ 
{Jlto.u.,, You also find it in Ephesians 4-:22, 23, "(J'lud 'P'- pal oN ~flu~ 
~ du tJld mo.n, whi.Jt u eM#apl 11ll.J'J¥dimJ, lo- llu dttRil/al lam.; and k 
ll!IUlMd in. l1u dpi¥i1 o/- y,o,u. nund.,, 
You will never eKperience the truth of Romans 12:2-the renewed mind wnich causes 
transformation so that you will be nonconformed to the world-apart from the Holy Spirit 
having practical control of your life every day. This is not a theological thought; it is a 
practical thought. The Holy Spirit dwells in your body by the right of salvation and the 
right of redemption, but the key is, "Does He have your body full handed and every faculty 
for His use and service?" When this takes place, it will no longer be you taking action and 
asking, "Is this right or wrong?" It will be a question of, "What does the Holy Spirit, Who 
has complete control of my body, want me to dot• 
The key to separation is not legalism. The key of whether to do this or that, whether 
to participate in this pleasure or that pleasure, is not saying or teaching, "Don't do this and 
don't do that." The key is a mind that is in a body dedicated to the Holy Spirit, Who renews 
or changes you from confonning to the world. If you will present Oiterally, with audible 
word) your body to the Holy Spirit, He will start renewing your mind. 
This presented body to the Holy Spirit becomes a living sacrifice. Here is. the 
reference to sacrifice, literal or burning. Here is the Old Testament altar term. Your body 
becomes something that is a paradox; it becomes a sacrifice that is alive. The Holy Spirit 
does not want your body in order to destroy or kill it. He wants your body for use. God 
gives all of His mercy to you, now, are you going to present your body. every faculty, to the 
Holy Spirit in order that He may make it a fired, living sacrifice? The Holy Spirit will take 
your body, mold it, possibly melt it, use it, and you will be saying, "Don't I have any rights of 
my own?» And, the answer is no! That is why God had to ask on the basis of His mercy. 
This act on your part is based on mercy. Giving your body to the Holy Spirit will cause the 
Holy Spirit to make your body, "~ tllllp.lnJ,1.e unUJ-1}.od." 
You see, our presenting allows God to consecrate and to make holy and well pleasing 
to Him .. We could never do this on our own. When such is completed, we understand that 
this has been reasonable service. If Paul had besought us in verse one on the basis of 
reasonable or logical service, we would not have been able to do it and, no doubt, we would 
never have seen that it was reasonable. I know by experience that if I yield my body to the 
Holy Spirit, my mind relaxes and I reasonably accept what God has or is doing. But if I try 
to reason it out with God first, I will always fight what He desires. God does not say, "See 
first and experience second." As the Psalmist says, "O &uh and .ttt. dud Hie J!.Ot1lflJ u 
<J.bM" (Psalm 34:8). It is obedience first, seeing second. 
We are now to Romans 12:2 and our second phrase is, "ofnd In. m,i t!.Dnp,¥mJJJ /,IJ. 
I.Ith.. wNld." Here is nonconformity. The apostle Paul, by the Holy Spirit, would never dare 
write this first phrase of verse two to the normal, average believer because it would upset 
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him. Many of us have found this to be true for ½'hen we teach separation, and we should, 
Christians become angry, upset, belligerent, and say, "What right do you have to tell me how 
to live?., But the moment I present my body to the Holy Spirit and I'm willing to accept Him 
making me a living sacrifice, He begins to speak to me about nonconformity to the world 
and then I don't get upset. I do not get upset when the Holy Spirit within me begins to 
question some of my conduct or activity. But if I withhold presenting my body, such 
teaching or pressure puts me on the defensive. 
The word conform is an interesting word. It means. first of all, "to be made like the 
age." In fact the word could easily be translated, "do riot take the shape and your conduct 
from the idea and ideals and practice of the world." The Holy Spirit says to me on the basis 
of my action in verse one, "Don't take your conduct from the world." This is what is taking 
place in our day, and no doubt in every Christian generation before us. Take the area of 
music, for example. Christian musicians think they have to take their music from the shape 
and practice of the world. It may sound good, and it may bring a crowd. but the Bible calls 
that conformity. Romans 12:2 is a key in our Christian living. It is the key to amusements. 
to activities, to dress, and to all that we normally talk about regarding separation. If the 
teaching of separation bothers you, then you have not put yourself in verse one. 
Conformity to the world does not bring happiness but many Christians will never find this 
out. 
The definition of conformity is found in Romans 8:29, "(lo.,. wlwm. lu. did 
ltJ.URnlJ.ID., Ju. ahi,. did ~ lb I,,_ Mn/.t,n,ud M du. Uttll.fJ£ DI, hu 11m. " The 
phrasing of that verse has the same basic meaning of Romans 12:2~ "for those he called, he 
also did predestinate to the conduct, ideals, and practices of the Son." So we see the 
consistency of our Bible. Paul wrote in Philippians 3:10, "ghaJ. ;J. m.atJ,, knom kim, and l1u.. 
p.otD## n/ hu UJllJf¥llW'J«, ... luintJ tntI.th ~ unh,. Im thn&." Paul said, "I want 
to get my conduct, practice, and ideals from the death of Christ. 
Our third word is transfbrmation. Your reference Bible reminds you that the word 
transformation is really transfi9uration. It is interesting that everything in Romans 12:1,2 
is outward, visible, and observable. Your body can be seen by others. Your nonconformity 
will be seen. And your transformation will be seen. In Matthew 17:2, Christ "U}.(U 
tuuu/.itµtn.d fu/t>.ll llum." The disciples saw the transformation. His face did shine and 
His raiment was as the light. 
With this word transformation comes another thought found in Second Corinthians 
3:16-18. To have a renewed mind is not an instantaneous process. It is a gradual process. 
"~ wlu,n_ ii [the heart] .JuJl tarn b,. l1u ~ Ute oail. JwlL lu t.,Ju.n. tllDalJ-. 
rn.om du .J!o.nl it iJud Jpi,i1: and wluu tJu S,i,ll iJ/, th.e Jlnnl iL Hun it lifmr.ft;. (8uL 
an all, uJi& "fllM- /.an, ~ ill m a glo.u du gln,y, o/ llu .,,&,J, t1ll Juzn,µd ... ,, 
Here is our word transformation. "(Bul 1M all, wiJlt o,un. /.all~ a..1.. in a (lllLU 
l1u gl.Mg, "'du ..l!imL, llll Juzn,µd [transformed or transfigured] into. llu .lDRtt i.matµ 
/,nm g/.anJ.. lb- (JllJ#IJ, ••• " Who does this transforming or changing? "of... /,.y, du J,,l,nl D/, 
du .J!o.nl." You will never become a transformed Christian until you present your body to 
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the Holy Spirit. As believers present their bodies to the Holy Spirit, He will transform them 
day by day, week by week, into the image of the Lord Jesus Christ, which is totally opposite 
of the image of the world. 
Transformation is not growth. Our verse does not say that by growth we become 
nonconformed to the world. It does not say by growing in grace and in the knowledge of 
the Lord Jesus Christ we \Viii have our mind renewed. These verses have nothing to do with 
maturity. Did you ever observe a new Christian who seems to be living a totally separated 
life more so than mature Christians? Why? Because whether openly or innately, he has 
presented his body as a living sacrifice to the Holy Spirit and the Holy Spirit is in the 
transforming business. A mature Christian does not mean a transformed Christian. A 
Christian can be mature without transformation. In order for a Christian not to be 
conformed to the world, he must be transformed and he cannot be transformed by 
restrictions or legislation. It must come by a renewed mind. 
We are now to our fourth phrase or word, the renewed mind. What is the mind? 
The mind is not just that which produces thinking. The mind is not just intellectual. The 
mind is thinking and intellectual, but it is also moral. Romans 1:21 speaks of those who 
knew God, who became «IJDin in llui,. im.atJiJtaJiJ,.n [mind} ... " Their minds affected their 
morality. A mind that has been touched by sin-and all believers have been touched by sin 
because they were sinners-does not have the faculty to decide right or wrong. There needs 
to be a spiritual mind. Romans 1:28 says, "&un tu /Jug, di.J n"'- li1u IJ'J. uJni.n. .lj.MI, m 
l1ui,_ ~ fµ,d fJ.11.lU, dunt 6lJ.#!I- lfJ. a upm/,.ah mind, ID- do- fJw.u tlti.ng.J, mhi.Jt fLll 
n.JJ.I.  [or are immoral]." The mind is connected to morality. 
The mind in the Word of God is the faculty by which the soul perceives what is good 
and true. Sin touches the mind and disturbs the mind. There is only one way to get that 
faculty back and that is by presenting your body to the Holy Spirit. He changes your mind. 
What is the renewing of the mind? It is not instantaneous. We believe the Word of God and 
the Holy Spirit changes us from one glory to another. This is accomplished from within and 
not from without. We do not change our minds by thought. Our minds are changed from 
within. You must change the parent before you can change the child. Positive thinking 
without the Holy Spirit is only a temporary formula. Only a believer possessed by the Holy 
Spirit and presented to the Holy Spirit can have a changed mind. 
How do I become a nonconformist? How do I become transformed? By the renewing 
of the mind. The word is a changed mind. Who does the changing? The Holy Spirit is the 
Operator in this change, but He will not force this change. The Holy Spirit always works 
through the believer's mind. Most believers throw good thoughts aside, which have been 
given to them by the Holy Spirit because they have not been taught that the Holy Spirit 
speaks through their minds. The Holy Spirit is the person who must renew the believer's 
mind and He does this when we present our bodies to Him. 
What about the will of God? How can you know it? There has been much teaching 
on this and most of it good. Many say that we know the will of God by practicing Proverbs 
3:5,6. Would you notice that you have a formula for knowing the will of God in Romans 
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12:27 "ofnd k ,u,1, ~ h,. 11m tJM#l,d: ""1 k ,µ IRuu/t,N,ud /JtJ, llu lllWDUU/, t,/, 
fJJ'lU- mittd, llud ,µ, IIUll,J ~ [by you] wJud it dud IJ-'U'~ and attqtinlJ.e, mu/. p,4uf, 
mill o/- fj,Dd." The outcome of presenting your body is a living sacrifice. The outcome of 
nonconformity and transformation and a renewed mind is the will of God. How do I know 
the will of God in every avenue of my life every day? By practicing the steps of Romans 
12:1,2. but never out of their order. 
Not only will you know the will of God and do it, but also you will enjoy it For the 
verse not only says, "lhal (J,(JM.L ... u,i/1 t,/, ~" but also, "dud lllllP,f.a.l,h .. . wi/1 DI fµ,d." 
The word acceptable is the term well pleasing. 
Do you have a renewed mind? No, it will not come overnight or in one day. Have 
you ever literally, verbally said to the Holy Spirit, "Here is my body"7 Many try to do this 
mentally, but I believe it has to be done with your whole being. and yes, most importantly 
with your mouth. Many Christians have done this but they have taken their bodies back and 
every time we do this to operate in the realm of the flesh we should start over again. God 
desires to consecrate, but we must be willing to present. And as we continue to do this, we 
will gradually find that the Holy Spirit is renewing our minds and our lives will be changed 





(f),tMj, of, tJu ~ Jlli.nd 
"(1,o.,. d- UlJh llum.up,. du tpllll, tJ.WllL unhJ. "'-"-, b,. way nuut. 
dud u tunDntJ, V-"ll, nol fa. I.Junk o/, /unuJJ nwtt /wp,.hJ, Oum lu 
lUUJhl h,. llrink,· 1ml l.tJ.. llw,_k ~ attJJllUIUJ, tU fµ,d ludh 
<llLllL h,. l'DHlJ, man, llu m.uLU/N. o./ /ailh.,, 
Romans 12:3 
Chapter nine told us how, as believers, we are able to have renewed minds. Review 
again that formula given in Romans 12:1,2. You present your body to the Holy Spirit and 
He makes you a nonconformist. The Holy Spirit transforms you by, "llu llJUlD.UUJ, o/. gmu. 
mhul." Can we know whether such renewing is taking place in our lives? The answer is yes. 
In fact, the remaining part of Romans 12 lists the proofs or results of the renewed mind. 
As you read Romans 12, you will see that verses three through eight seem not to be 
necessary to the context. You can go directly from verse two to verse nine without 
disrupting your thoughts. But that does not happen in our ·Bible; each word is necessary 
and important. Verse three tells us that the first proof of a renewed mind is that the 
believer will not ~iltink. o/. hi.nuJJ nwu /wp,.hJ, t1uut lu tJ.U.IJ),L l.tJ.. IJuitk." Most Christians 
think that humilify demands a low estimate of ourselves, but every believer who is a living 
sacrifice, having his mind controlled and changed by the Holy Spirit. is going to have a right 
estimate of himself. He is not going to think too highly af himself, but neither is he going to 
have too low an opinion of himself. This believer is going to be able to look at himself as he 
really is. 
Verse three says that the Christian with the renewed mind is going to think soberly. 
-rhis is the word discreetly. Connected with this estimate of self is the phrase, "«L fµ,d 
lw1h dnJJ. fl,. wuy, mn.n llu #Ull.MUL a/. /a1lh." It is not our effort, but God's equipment. 
Faith is a gift of God. Jonah declared, "Ja/.o.o.Ju,.n u o/ tlu .12a,d" (Jonah 2:9). All salvation 
is of the Lord, not just the part that takes us to heaven. The believer with the renewed 
mind is going to relax. Faith is the Lord's business. Everyone does not have the same 
measure of faith, but everyone who gives himself to the Holy Spirit has a measure of faith 
according to the grace af God. Most believers have a poor self-image. Most Christians 
belittle themselves. With some it is a means of encouraging compliments; with others, it is a 
serious personal situation. You can be what God wants you to be, and as you grow in Him 
and are transformed, you will just be yourself. We malign ourselves as Christians. We 
criticize ourselves. We take a negative attitude. But as Paul wrote here, t:he Holy Spirit 
wants you to know who and what you are and not only a right estimate of yourself, but also 
the means of faith that God has given you. 
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Romans 12:-4,5 seem to speak to the fellowship of believers at Rome. Again I say that 
this seems out of context. How does the Body of Christ fit with the renewed mind? Is it 
possible that gifts and the renewed mind are connected? Paul lists seven spiritual gifts in 
these verses. He begins by saying, "~ IJwt g1./h di/lni.ntJ attJ'J¥d.uuj. m /Ju (J¥l1tt 
dud u IJUH.lf. l.t,. W-" Again we have nothing to do with it. The Bible never allows Christians 
to seek a gift they might desire. In fact, I rather believe these seven listed gifts are those 
that Christ wanted us to realize and to look for in our transfonned lives. There is not a 
born again believer who will not find that he possesses one or two of these gifts. And 
because he has a renewed mind, he will know what gift he has and humbly admit and use it. 
Review these seven gifts. Which one or ones do you have? 
The first gift listed is that of prophecy. This probably refers to the gift of preaching. 
The word is used in 1 Corinthians 15:l as preaching. I believe this gift has to· do with 
speaking the inspired truth contained in the Word of God. Again, connected with the gift of 
prophecy is the phrase~"~ Lt,. the~ oJ /o.iJ.k." Whether this phrase is 
meant to be attached to all seven gifts I am not sure, bu.t I believe we have the right to 
consider the gifts in the light of faith that is received because of the transformation and the 
renewed mind. Some commentators say that the phrase,"~ lb du~ o/ 
/ail.h" means that a preacher who is full of faith will be better in his preaching. The 
proportion of faith that a preacher has will be seen in and through his giving of the Word of 
God. The second possibility or comment for the phrase is that the preacher will not preach 
anything that he does not believe or practice by conviction. I like that. What he preaches is 
always in harmony with his belief and his life. 
The second gift listed is ministry. This is the gift of service. (It would include the 
office of deacon.) 
The third gift listed is teaching. Certainly this includes all that teach God's Word. I 
wonder how many Sunday school teachers today consider and know that they have the gift 
of teaching. Possibly we work backwards. We seem to try to make teachers. If believers 
would practice Romans 12:1,2 and let the Holy Spirit work through their minds, however, He 
would reveal whether or not they are to be teachers. Most of the time we ask or beg people 
to teach because we are desperate for teachers or, possibly, people just like us to beg them. 
But believers with this gift should volunteer to use their gift and then the Lord's work would 
be in harmony. That is the purpose of the renewed mind. 
The fourth gift is eKhortation. Paul seems to say by the Holy Spirit that there is a 
gift of exhortation. This gift may be combined with teaching and preaching, but at the same 
time it may a necessary or different approach to the Word of God. There are no 
controversies with these gifts. However, many will say, "So far the Holy Spirit hasn't shown 
me my gift." Well, go further. 
The fifth gift is giving. "";b. dud g.io.dh, ht. him do. i1 uul1t mn.p./.iLi.h,J." Did you 
know that giving is a gift? I have never heard anyone ask for this gift. No, our asking for 
material things is usually for our own accumulation. Did you realize that giving was a gift of 
a consecrated Christian who has been transformed in His mind by the Holy Spirit? This gift 
is designated as "with simplicity." That means, "without making a parade of it." 
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The sixth gift is mentioned in the phrase, " ... lu dud mlnJt.., t.OiJh ~ 71 This is 
the gift of the ability to take the lead. This gift, of course, would include believing husbands. 
God has made husbands the leaders of their homes and they are to do that with diligence. 
But to accomplish this, believing husbands and fathers will need to present their bodies to 
the Holy Spirit 
"~ dud Jumdlt ntney,, wiflt Ju.u/iJ.,uu.. 71 This is the last gift listed. Here is a 
glad minisby to others. Every believer could claim this gift. Many believers manifest mercy 
and help to others but they do not do it cheerfully. 
So, the results of the renewed mind will be the Holy Spirit revealing to you a right 
estimate of yourself. This in turn will find the believer knowing what part of the body His 
function is in the local church. There are seven listed gifts and if you will look at them 
closely you will find that they meet every need of the fellowship of the saints. With these 
foundational proofs of the transformed Christian, we are further reminded of the conduct 
that the believer with the renewed mind should evidence. 
The conduct of the transformed Christian with a renewed mind is found in verses 
nine through twenty-one. You can test your conduct against that which should be 
manifusted as the Holy Spirit leads through your mind. You will notice that the list is quite 
contrary to human nature and to the conduct of many of God's children. 
Paul continues in verse nine, "ol/Jlw,r.. llud uJtim u. ~· J.nnu.. ID- l1ud tn.ltiLh u 
gm,d." Do you as a believer hate sin? Do you ever become nauseated with the world 
around you? The carnal Christian can easily amalgamate himself with the world and 
compromise to the place that the conduct and actions of the world do not affect him. Paul 
doesn't take a breath here. He says, "Be sincere, hate evil1 do good." That's it! These are 
not for the average normal Christian. These are for the Christian who says, "Here's my life. 
Now renew my mind. Help me to be a nonconformist." 
Verse ten says, "(B,_ kuulh; nJln,.l,imud 6'U bJ.. a.noJl,,u. wilh ~ /mu.,· in 
lumtJ.u,., ~ OIU a.n.bl.Ju,.." Here Paul suggests to the believer what his conduct 
should be in his fullowship and associations. He is talking about the fellowship of believers. 
Where do you get your -fellowship? He is saying that in order to practice this command you 
are going to find that you desire the fellowship of the saints not the fellowship of the world. 
Verse 16 says, "(Jk ol IJu HLnU mind 6nL, lmoad llltblJu,.." Here is the basis of unity in 
the local church. But there will never be unity until there is first consecration. "..111.in.d Ml 
high tlt.uuµ, 1ml. ~ bJ.. nun. o,t fmD_ ulnh" Toward whom do you gravitate in the 
fellowship? Watch people in the church. You can read people immediately. You can tell the 
person who has an outgoing personality. It doesn't bother him to walk into a new group of 
people; he just sort of falls into place. But then there is the believer who seems a little 
infurior and quiet and small and insignificant No one seems to gravitate toward him. 
That's wrong! We ought to gravitate to the seemingly lo\Nest first A consecra-md believer 
finds his fellowship with the saints and they are all on the same level in his eyes. 
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Verse eleven begins, ",R.t,t J.btJ,JuL in "'-u.in.uL" In verse eight the word business is 
translated dili9ence. We are not to be lazy in our endeavors. What does the verse say? A 
Christian who has given his body as a living sacrifice to the Holy Spirit, who is going to have 
his mind changed, cannot be lazy in anything. If he is, he is not a dedicated Christian. A 
dedicated, right-minded Christian, will always put forth every effort. The Holy Spirit is 
energetic; therefore He makes energetic Christians. 
Verse eleven continues, "/noml In ,pucil_" Whether this ties to business diligence, 
we do not know. If so, it means, "Be enthusiastic." Fervency is enthusiasm. The Holy Spirit 
makes you enthused. Most human beings are lazy and many Christians have fallen into this 
philosophy of the world, which is against God, His word, and the work of the Holy Spirit. 
Paul adds, "IHIJ.UIIJ IJu ..l!o.,d;'' in verse eleven. Human nature says, "Serve self; serve 
for what you can get." No, the changed Christian is to be serving the Lord. Christians do 
not serve men, they serve God. 
Verse twelve says, "~ ur. lwp1_." The apostle Paul may either be speaking of 
our faith and trust or the hope of the return of Jesus Christ. Hope is trust, faith, 
e)(pectation. Do you rejoice as you look ahead? Paul writes in Philippians 4:4, "~ In 
11,.,_ ..i!n,d a/.wm,J,,· an.d lllJQin, ;J. llUJ,, ~." 
Also in verse twelve, "po.tiotl in~" Tribulations will come. God will not 
always spare us the trials of life, but the renewed mind produces patience. As read in 
Hebrews 10:3 6, "(Iµ. h.ao.L ,u,,11d, oJ p.olhntt. ... " 
Paul reminds in verse twelve that we should be continuing, "lnsltud In p.,arµ,." This 
means always ready to pray; having the habit of prayer; spiritually prepared and in 
fellowship so prayer is available at a moment's notice and need. 
Verse thirteen says, "dubiJmJ.i.ng, w. l1t1. n,n.ulllJ, n/ lJu UJ.in.h." The renewed mind 
produces charity and awareness of needs, especially the needs of other Christians. The Holy 
Spirit will make us keen to the needs of others and we will willingly help with those needs. 
Verse thirteen continues, "~ lb Juupiia/JJ,,J,." The phrase actually says, pursuin9 
hospitality. When is the last time you entertained another Christian? Hospitality is the 
result and proof af a renewed mind produced by a Christian who is a living sacrifice. 
Verse fourteen. "(Bh.u. llunt ,oJ,JJ,_ flDJllll.U IJiJIL: Ida,,, and w.,u n.iL" You will 
be criticized. You will be maligned. You will be persecuted. Yes, and by other Christians for 
you realize that a great deal of criticism of Christian conduct comes from those who claim 
the name of Christ who are not yielded to the Holy Spirit. Don't criticize back. This subject 





Verse fifteen tells us to be sympathetic. We are quite good with weeping with those 
who weep, but many times we find it difficult to rejoice with those who rejoice. All but the 
consecrated Christian become envious of those who are happy. 
We have mentioned verse sixteen before, but notice the last phrase. Paul ends verse 
sixteen the same way he started verse three. He told us to have a right opinion of ourselves. 
Here he says, u.<Jh. n.tJl mlu iJt fJ,tJ.tU- ou,.,i etJ.nttil,,,." You know the right estimate of 
yourself. The Holy Spirit reveals this to you as part of His transforming process. 
So, you see, Romans 12 gives us the formula for a changed mind and then the proofs 
and the results that verify this change. Christians give their bodies as a living sacrifice. 
Then, because of the flesh, they often take them back. This stops the process until we again 
give or present our bodies back to the Holy Spirit for His control. The Holy Spirit 
continually produces the transformation and the result is a right thinking, biblically 








~ (JlJlJJllNL du JI/ind ol @Juul 
"<for- w1u,. ltalJ,_ k,u,u,n, tlu. mind o/. flu .J!tml., IJuJi lu lfUll). 
uuh<at!L him? (}Jut au, lttuu. iJu nwtd o/, (zluld.." 
1 Corinthians 2:16 
Our reference Bible tells us that the first phrase of this verse possibly should read, 
"Who hath known the spirit of the Lord?" The word mind, however, is used twice in this 
passage as well as a number of times in the New Testament. It would seem by definition it 
means, "to designate knowledge, to understand or to have an intellectual plan."' With these 
possible definitions, the phrase would read, "Who hath known the designated plan, the 
inte11ect, the mind of the Lord?" The answer would be, no one. Can we instruct the Lord? 
The answer is no. Many of us try to do this in our praying. We tell God our plans and then 
ask Him to give His approval. The ne,ct time you start praying like this, ask yourself, ~o 
do I think I am that I can instruct God?"' 
The last phrase of the verse says, urJJul me luun IJu mind o/. @Juul." This 
statement is made as a certainty. This phrase concludes a long paragraph of teaching to the 
Corinthians. In fact. we again find a paragraph that is out of place with the character of the 
Corinthian believers. Paul, at the beginning of chapter two speaks about how he came to the 
Corinthians. The key phrase is, "buJ. in ~ o/. IJu ~ aml d-,1 ,wa,.u." (1 
Corinthians 2:4). Verse six says, "lu,m./,m tM. 1./Ufl,k. wi.J.dMn fLIIUUtlJ Oum dud. au 
,p,u/ttf,." The word perfect is the word complete. The wisdom he spoke was not the wisdom 
of the world, nor that of the leaders of the world. Paul reminds us that the educated man of 
the world can't even scratch the surface of the Spirit-filled Christian when it comes to the 
Word of God. Paul knew philosophy and methods and he could have swayed an audience by 
his elegance and oratory. But he did not operate that way. Paul says that the wisdom of the 
world will come to nothing. 
Verse seven tells us, "<;JJu. wu.d.tJm, 6/, .{J.t,d. l.,t, a nuµknj, tDttl IJu lti.ddnt wiuli,m,, 
wJ,;J,, .(j,J,d. turd.auw.L lu/-t,a flu. UJ.Nl.d unh,. tuu- g,/J,RJ..." Paul says to the Corinthian 
believers, "There has been something hidden, something obscured, which was not to be 
revealed until this very time." The word ordained in the Bible is the word predestinated. 
Until this time no one had kno~ of this predetermined mystery. Paul often was privileged 
to reveal mysteries. In 1 Corinthians 15 he revealed a mystery of the resurrection. 
"(}Jdu,ld, -;J. Ju,.w. ,p,a a m.,pf.ug.; '10L .Judi llDt a/1 J.up,, 6uL UJ.L Jta/1 '"- Juuuµd..,, In 
Colossians it was the mystery of "Christ in you the hope of glory."' Here he says, in verse 





Although not directly, verse nine is a quotation of Isaiah 64:4, "&µ_ ludh n1'f J.ttn, 
HM- ttU- lua,d, ntiilu.,. ha.tu mhnd utbJ. llu luad o/, man llu fhin..tµ wlti.Jt .{j.od hath 
p,n/U.llllJ. /Dll- tJum thol buu him." Notice, he says you cannot see it, you cannot hear it; 
you cannot -fuel it It is not necessary to see the promises of God. For the moment it is not 
necessary to hear the promises of God and, certainly, it is not necessary to feel the promises 
of God. How then am I going to get to know them? Most seem to agree that the verse is 
talking about heaven. I am not so sure that this is necessarily true. We understand that the 
word prepare ties this verse to John 14:2, ";}. IJ,0-- h,.. fl.llll.Dll- a p/.o.tt /D,- ,p,u." Verse ten 
says, "(]Jul .l).od ludh UlUllhd tJum wtf.o. ta [believers] ht,1 ha ,6/Uli.L •• " How is the Spirit 
going to work? Paul writes to Timothy, ".(J,,,d lwJJ,_ nDi. g.ioat UL fiu. Apim nJ. /nu [or 
cowardliness}; 1ml o/. ,u,wu. and o/. l.otu., a.n.d o/. a AOiLtUl mhtd" (2 Timothy 1:7). This 
verse will be studied in depth in a later chapter. Proverbs 16:3 says, "t2anunil IJu;. wmiu 
wtf.o. llu .i!..Ofll!l), mu/. lluj, fiwtuJ.l,h, JuJ.l h u1aMhJud." Romans 12:1,2 is again our key. 
As I give my body to the Holy Spirit, He begins to change and renew my mind to spiritual 
things. I don't have to see it, nor hear it, nor feel it; but I do have it revealed by the Holy 
Spirit 
A quick review from the Gospel of John will help at this point. John 14:26 states, 
"(]Jul iJu ~ uJtiJt i,_ IJu X>ok;, ~ mlwn,, 11,_,_ (laJJu,. will und ut IIU,J 
1UUffL, ht JuJl lnuh ,µ>a all flwuµ. .. " The work of the Holy Spirit is to teach. Then l 
Corinthians 2:10 says, ".{J,,t,d ludh no.ttJ.hd tlwn un1o- UL by, lt.i.,_ ~ » One of the Holy 
Spirit's major works is to teach the believer in Christ. John 15:26, "(]Jul whvt flu 
~ IL eonu, u,hon,, ;J. wllL und unlo- (l.bll f,,q,-m flu ~ mot. flu 3piJtll. o/, 
m.dh ... " The Holy Spirit is to teach and the Holy Spirit is concerned with truth. John 16:13 
says, " ... ~mill Jwu,_ (JJJIL lhi.niµ, h,.. eomL" Very easily you see that the work of the Holy 
Spirit is connected with teaching, with truth, and with things to come. 
Return to 1 Corinthians 2:10. Paul writes, "{1,,.,- Utt J,u,i1 umrJuJh all dtiw,µ., 
~ flu dttp, lhi.niµ, o/ .{)od. " No one is criticizing education and all should take 
advantage of knowledge that is available. This passage, however, goes beyond the realm of 
knowledge and reminds us that the Holy Spirit reveals truth to the believer. James writes, 
u.d/. tuU,J o/. fJiUL laek umdom,, l.d him tuk o/. .{jd .. " 0ames 1:5). God is seeking believers 
who are willing to have their minds controlled by the Holy Spirit. You don't see wisdom, 
hear it, or feel it. Wisdom is revealed through God's Word as we search diligently the deep 
counsels and the hidden purposes of God. Verse eleven tells us, ""(lo.,c mho1. nta1t lawu,d.h 
du lhi.niµ, o/- a man, HUJ.L flu .rphr.ll o/ mm,, m.hkh IL tut hlm?" You, as a human being, 
know exactly who and what you are. You know whether you are real or a fake. You know 
whether you are honest or dishonest; and so, "flu lhi.niµ, o/, num. k.nou,.dlt no- nuut 1ml flu 
Jpi.,it tJ/. .(j_o.d." This is a point blank statement. Then how does God get the deeper hidden 
counsels which are in His plan and in His purposes and in His Word out to finite man? He 




Verse twelve says. "t1li,.a,. tD4!- lttuu ~ m,.i /Ju. JfJ].,11 "I Ou tDNl.d. .. " No we 
have this spirit by birth. What can we know about "tlu JJl}.m t,/ 1/u UJNltl?" Three 
important characteristics. First it is the "l.fl,i,il o/. u,mc" (1 John 4:6). Second it is a "J,flUil 
tluJ1 ftul.t II,. e#tJUJ," (James l\-:5). And third it is the " ... ,puit tJud tDMlttJJt ut flu. eld/.d,m_ 
o/-~,, (Ephesians 2:2). Although we, as believers, have by nature the spirit of 
man, we have received "IJ,.edpim wltiJt u o/,-lp,d." The Holy Spirit is directly opposite to 
the spirit of man. He is the Spirit of truth and love and obedience. How do I know when the 
Holy Spirit is directing my mind and thoughts? First, He always confirms truth. Second, He 
will not cause me to sin. And third, I will be obedient to Christ. 
The moment a believer listens to his human nature he will fall from the position and 
practice of his spiritual nature. I personally believe that this is why many believers are 
easily led to cults, isms, and other unbiblical fellowships. A good criteria for the Lord's 
leading and will is to check whether the decision or action contradicts any of God's revealed 
truths. Does it cause me to be disobedient to any of His commands or promises? Will it 
cause me to be a jealous, envious person? Any yes answer would disqualify it as being the 
Lord•s leading. Our minds need to be stopped and e><amined for our minds control our 
conduct. Until the Holy Spirit renews our minds to the place of automatic yielding to Him, 
we will have to stop, think, and examine. And nobody likes to think. 
We have not received the spirit of the world to envy and error and disobedie·nce, but 
we have received the Spirit of God. Why does God give the believer the Holy Spirit? Verse 
twelve says, " . .. llud ID"- milpd kn.om tlu. tJwuµ IJw1 llll /udiJ, (Jiom. to. UL t,/ ffed," That 
may be the prepared Heaven of John ll\-, but I rather believe that it includes a great deal 
more knowledge of what our salvation really encompasses. Paul is leading to the mind of 
Christ. In writing to the Philippians he says in chapter three verse five, ".l!d, lira mind hE 
m. tpm, UJlthh uua alw. in fdluul (feuu." This is the study of the next chapter. 
Look at verse thirteen. "70hidi tJwuµ a/.uJ. tJJ.L .1/Jlll.R,, ltlJ.l l.n flu. fDM.lU. wlueh 
man~.,_ wiuuun ~ Ind wluJt du 7&,l_y, .(}Ju,.d wuluflt; e/J-lffflOIUUJ J.pi,JJ.aal 
tl,ing,J. tJJiJJ,_ ~" You do not need to compare the Bible and the world. You compare 
spiritual things with spiritual. "(]Jul llu IW1.lu.ld man" refers to the sensual man. James 
3:14 says, " ... fl£ It.mu biJJu. t.lWg.inlJ lllU/. u,J/1. in ·IJOUI- ltl.lUlt. .. " This describes the 
Corinthians. This is the spirit of the world. Continuing in James we read, "fjJNIJ, m,.t, o.nd. 
lk ,wi_ lUJilll'-H du l.ndJ,,. g/w._ tnh.dom duttn.ddh Ml /,Mn ~ 6u1. u ~ 
llfU1l,(l/.,, dn,.i,/,uh." The believer needs to get above earthly knowledge, and he will do so by 
the Holy Spirit Who indwells him. 
The natural man is blind to the things of God. He will never understand God. "gtu,_ 
,udund man RHi.odh no/, tJu lhi.nt,µ o/- tlu Jplm oJ. IJ,nd" (1 Corinthians 2:14). Who 
can receive them? The believer in Jesus Christ. The natural man counts the things of God as 
foolishness. He cannot appreciate the things of the Spirit of God. He cannot appreciate love, 
joy, peace, longsuffering. gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, self-control. He cannot 
appreciate teaching, and the truth. and the things to come. 
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Paul is writing here to a group of believers and tells them they ought to be able to 
know the things freely given to them by God. You don't see, hear, or fuel them. But the 
Holy Spirit reveals them to you. How? Through your mind. 
When I first began to preach, I never said anything new. I was afraid to. I was afraid 
that I would get into trouble. Just read the Bible. see what someone else has written about 
it, and preach that. But Paul says to Christians that the Holy Spirit has something in God's 
Word to reveal to your mind, and it will be the deep things which are magnificent. Your 
unsaved friends will laugh at you because they have no spiritual discernment. Christians are 
to have mental and spiritual discernment. Christians are to grow in the Lord. Many times 
growth is not possible because believers will not listen to God's Word unless it is 
entertaining. The deep things are brought by the Spirit of God and are revealed to us in 
Christ because we possess the Holy Spirit. He is the Spirit of teaching, and truth, and things 
to come. 
Verse fifteen say5:, "(8ul lu tJud u .lfl,inhud [discerns] all. flt.buµ. .. " Are you 
spiritual? This is a key. The Holy Spirit has allowed Paul to take all this time in writing to 
show the Corinthians their problem. Verse sixteen asks, u(J,,,. u,Ju,. kaJh kn.nmn fJu mhtd 
lJ/, fJu J2o,,d,, dud lu m.«JJ., uw.,ul'1 him?,, The Holy Spirit knows the mind of the Lord. The 
Holy Spirit reveals the mind of the Lord to you. Where does the Holy Spirit work? In your 
mindl Do you realize that the Bible says the Holy Spirit enlightens, .enlivens, comforts, 
sanctifies, purifies, and teaches? How do I get an enlightened mind? By the Holy Spirit! The 
mind of Christ and the mind of the Holy Spirit are one and the same. 
Paul talks about the natural man and the spiritual man. Now Paul is ready to teach 
the Corinthians. Chapter three, verse one says, "ctbul ;;J., ~ e.oald m,/-, J/l.lllk- I.I.HM 
,p,a tu ttlllo. Ap.i,ciJn.oL .. ,, Paul says, "I cannot reveal the mind of the Spirit because you are 
carnal." What a commentary on the Christian! If the word is taught, especially by pastors, 
and by the Holy Spirit's direction as revealed in the Word of God, and it does not touch the 
listener, two problems are possible. First, those who are listening may not be saved; 
therefore, they have no spiritual discernment Second, they may be saved, but carnal. Here 
is the lesson again of Romans 8, "lo-,. lb-'"'-- t!D.NtOlhJ, mindttL u dmJJ,,." Carnal Christians 
act like dead people. They are against God and His Word and they are always divided-first 
in their own lives and then in the fullowship of the church. lnat was true here at Corinth. 
The result of their carnality is described in verse three, "ffl./J.lJllll/- and mlµ, II.JU!. 
di.n.i..umu. ,, 
The Apostle Paul told the Corinthians that they had the mind of Christ that would be 
revealed to them by the Holy Spirit. But they could not discern this. Why? Because of 
carnality. It would seem that Paul equated the spiritual discerning Christian with the 







g1u, JI/ind "' @JuiJt 
u hi lltit mhu/, bR. i.n rpm, wlt.u-k uuu aluJ. in fdluui ~ " 
Philippians 2:5 
Paul says in 1 Corinthians 2:16, "70e luw.e du mind o/. f2kr.uL" Here in Philippians 
he writes that we are to relax, or let this mind be operative. No doubt Paul, by the Holy 
Spirit, is referring to the attitude and conduct of the Christian. He did not say, "'Let this 
heart or let this feeling or let this emotion." He uses that part of our body that is in control 
of our activities, or at least should be in control of our activities. 
Certainly the let of verse five is based on that which precedes it. In verse one, Paul 
starts with an if of condition. ";}/. I.Jun. k l.luu/JJn any [encouragement] i.n '2/ul,_L.." 
The subject centers around Christ. Paul is looking for an answer. Do you as a believer 
receive encouragement from Christ? Do you get comfort from the love of Christ? Is there 
any fellowship with the Holy Spirit? Is there any inward feeling based on mercy? The 
answer to all of these questions has to be in the affirmative. 
With this foundation, Paul asks the believers to do something for him. In verse two 
he says, "(fu/Ji.L r,µ mg, ;e.g, ... "' In other words, "Make me happy." How is this to be done? 
Again, remember in 1 Corinthians chapters two and three that the spiritual mind is the 
mind of Christ. The cam al mind produces division. The mind of Christ is always connected 
with unity. To fulfill Paul's joy, he encourages them to be "lilumi.nthd, luw.i.n.tJ llu. lll.ffll!. 
~ bmuJ, o/. MU. tlllNd, a/. MU. mind." Paul starts with the 1-iead, not with the heart or 
feeling. Heart and feeling may not be trustworthy: What can you trust? A mind touched by 
the Holy Spirit! 
Paul is concerned about one-mindedness. In Romans 12:16, one of the proofs of a 
renewed mind is "u oJ tlu Him£ min.d tm£. /JJ.mmqJ lllUJ&n_" In 1 Corinthians 1:10, he 
says, ";J. b.utt.elt ~ ~ hi/, tJu ltlLmL o/. tJ.tU. J2b,d r;km..t f1JuuJ., l1uu ,µ all .J/llllk. 
flu J.O.nfl. l1wuJ,., and flwL du,,, tu no. dio.u.iDn,,, llffW.#YJ tpJa; Ind llwt ,µ Ill pu/ttflq 
;.t,-uu.d l.tJ.iµfJ,.o. i.n IJu J.1I.11U. mind and i.n tJu UJ.Jnt, [discernment]." Second Corinthians 
13:11 says, "~ ~ lnnmJL rJJe ~ ~ o/, gm,.d ~ he t,/. one 
mind. .. " Paul constantly encouraged believers in the local church to be one-minded. 
So, Paul speaks of like-mindedness that includes the same love, and love always gives. 
Then he mentions, "6.dng, o/, tm£ attiJNL." Some translations have the phrase as, "being 
one soul, being joined together." Paul admonishes the Philippian Christians to act as one 
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soul. He tells them to think the same way. How can you get Christians to act this way, 
especially in a local church? Well as they present themselves as living sacrifices to the Holy 
Spirit, the Holy Spirit works through their minds. What you have in verse two is a union of 
heart, of feeling, of planning, of purpose. It sounds impossible except in Heaven! How are 
you going to come close to this on earth?, 
Verse three continues, u J2a nodti.ng, k dJ,.,u lhMag1t, Ahlµ o,. ~-•. " Here 
is action-work, conduct. purpose, planning. What is your reason for doing these things? 
What do you hope to accomplish? Paul says our actions and conduct must not be because of 
strife. That is contention or the spirit of competition. You see the importance of love, and 
one soul and one mind. Love gives. There is no spirit of competition in the fellowship of 
believers. The Corinthian church was rampant with competition-Paul, Apollos, Cephas, 
Christ. Our work is not to be done through vain9lory. Here is the word of pride and of 
attraetin9 attention and winnin9 personal praise. These are opposite to the mind of 
Christ. Christ did not walk in His earthly life in order to compete with someone else or to 
win personal praise. His mind was controlled by the Holy Spirit 
How should our lives be conducted if they are according to the mind of Christ? For 
the third time in this paragraph, Paul brings up the believer's mind: do things in "~ 
o/ mind." Here is humility and modesty. Such an attitude and action will produce 
something. ";;J.n IJJ.lD!iJttu oJ mind kl UILh uhun odu,. hdJu. IJw.n l.lu.nuJ»u." Self is 
not foremost. We are to have the right estimate of ourselves. We are back again to 
Romans 12:3. 
We still have not arrived at Paul's supreme illustration of our actions and conduct 
based on our minds. He continues on our conduct and actions with, "J!.N,k, mJt OJUfJ, Wll1.ll 
an /tu tJ.UJ.n /Jwuµ, Ind woq, num. td.w. NL fJu lltintµ. oJ olluu.." One paraphrase says 
that this reads, "Do not be concerned about yourself and your family." With what is the 
spiritually minded believer to be concerned? Here is one of the most drfficult areas of God's 
Word. Look at the second phrase of the verse. "(]Jul OJUfJ, nw.n a.Lu,. tJ.n /Ju, lltintµ. o/, 
odun." The spiritually minded believer is concerned about others, but even more so he is 
concerned about Christ. The carnal believer will not be concerned with others. When was 
the last time you laid aside your plans for someone else? Many Christians are caught up in 
the world
1
s thinking and planning. They finish one vacation and start to plan the next one. 
Or they reach one financial plateau and are concerned about getting to the next. 
What a seemingly impossible challenge Paul lays before these Philippian Christians 
and us! We justify our concerns and actions and literally say, ''we have to or otherwise the 
Lord will not bless." Really, He will bless. We are now to the ultimate illustration. Paul asks 
that we look at the mental attitude of Christ, a fearless attitude, a self-denying attitude, a 
sympathetic attitude, a laborious attitude, a hopeful attitude, a sure attitude. He does not 
pressure. He does not command. He just says, "Let." You relax and "let,, Many think that 
God will tak.e advantage of them, but that will never happen. 
The paragraph beginning at Philippians 2:5 is usually entitled, "The humiliation of 












has taught in verses one through four. Is it possible for believers to think the same way, to 
have the same love, to act in one accord? Is it possible for believers to not have competition, 
not to be concerned about themselves? _Is it possible for believers to think of others? Now he 
says, "Let me give you an example." How did Christ think and act? He does not ask us to 
feel like Christ felt. He does not ask us to have Christ's heart. No, he says, "I want your 
mentality, your thinking. to be like Christ's." 
Dr. Sidlow Baxter gives an excellent phrase about the normally designated paragraph 
on the humiliation of Jesus Christ. He calls this paragraph, "Christ's Gracious 
Voluntariness." Gracious means "not really deserved or needed" and voluntary means that 
"one decides to do it." Christ said, "No man takes my life. I lay it down, and I pick it up,. 
(seeJohn 10:18). 
From the human mental standpoint, the Lord Jesus Christ had to wrestle with the 
very problems that you and I wrestle with mentally. He is our highest example of gracious 
voluntariness. Voluntariness always comes through our thinking. What did Christ think 
about? Paul starts at the top. "70/w., lmng in flu /Nm tJ./, -lµd., lhmujJd i1 noi ~ 
la be «µJDi w1Jh fµ,.d" (vs. 6). In the eternal councils, the Trinity decided that there was 
the need of a Savior. Christ could have said, 'Tm going to stay in Heaven and cling to my 
privileges in the Godhead." He could have selfishly clung to that decision. Christ decided, 
and He graciously volunteered to become manifest on earth. That was His decision. So, we 
as believers manifest the mind of Christ when we graciously volunteer by the Spirit-
controlled mind. 
Now, having said Who Christ was, Philippians 2: 7 says, "[He] mmh lunuJI. tJ./, mJ. 
~.. " Christ decided to do this. It is also translated, "He emptied himself" He laid 
aside something of His rank and dignity. Here is the illustration of doing something without 
strife or vainglory. We are to decide that we will do something apart from contention and 
pride. Christ did this. He, "70/w.. hd.NJ, m du /_o,m, tJ/ .(j.,,d," did not stay this way even 
though He could have. He made a decision. "[He] nuuh lunuJI. 6/ 11.b-~" He was 
not forced into this decision but He decided to become a servant. Here is the ministry of 
Christ in Luke 22 and John 13. He not only came to serve. but He performed the functions 
of a servant. He washed the disciples' feet. Here is Philippians 2:3, "J2d. eaeh tJ.lttnt "'1tn 
I,~ lluut fiu.nu.tdo.u.,, 
Now, this form of a servant was in the likeness of man. In this paragraph Christ goes 
from God to man, from man to slave, and from slave to criminal. Having been born and 
taken on this fashion of man, "Ju lw.m.b/.ed hi.mH/J." He had to decide to do it. Biblically 
this is always the way of humility. "'J&unh.le y,oa,.ulJ in du ug./,1 o/ du .&nL and lu 
JwlL li/1. ,µa up," Oames 4:10). "fBt./bll h.Mt.M. u lw.mi.li.b,J" (Proverbs 15:33). Christ's 
humbleness started in His mind. Christ never aspired to high honor. This is verse three, 
"l.o-t.ol.inn.t o/ mind." We are back to thinking again. Christ never asked for praise. He 
never paraded Himself. So He fits into the category of doing "nothing for vainglory." Christ 
did not work through strife or pride. He worked through biblical humility, which could 
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probably be deemed gracious voluntar-iness. Christ never demanded service. He was never 
concerned about Himself. He was always concerned about others. 
Not only did Christ humble Himself. He also, abu..tu,u, oludwt1 UJtlo- dtt.Jh." In 
other words, He subjected Himself to the law of God. Now that would not have been too bad 
except another phrase is added, "tJUn. llu tk.ath o/. due~,, This is not a glorious death. 
Christ could have decided to die with multitudes of praise and glory but He decided to be 
obedient to death on the cross. 
Someone has written the following about the mind of Christ. (I do not know the 
author.) "The mind of Christ was fearless. He braved pubUc opinion." (Christ was not 
concerned about public opinion. That is fearlessness. He braved persecution, temptation, 
and death.) '7he mind of Christ was seff-denyin9. Christ was always concerned more for 
others than for present advanta9es. He let 90 of present advanta9e for the good of 
others." (Here may be what we are saying about the mind of Christ. It would have been to 
His advantage to stay in Heaven, but He set aside the present advantage of being in the form 
of God in order that He might do something for others.) "'The self-denyin9 mind of Christ 
fore9oes popularity for the sake of principle." (Christ could have been popular. If we can 
get popularity out of our minds we can be dedicated Christians.) aThe self-denyin9 mind of 
Christ fore9oes personal claims, profits and pleasures for usefulness." (Christ's mind 
decided that personal claims and personal profits and personal pleasures were not as 
important as being useful.) 
'7he mind of Christ was always sympathetic." (His helpfulness was always united 
with tenderness.) '7he mind of Christ was patient" (Here was Christ, born in the flesh and 
as a child of twelve, He sat in the synagogue and discussed God with the leaders and knew 
every answer. He could have been a precocious child, but He was not. For thircy years He 
suppressed His mind, His position, His purpose, His work, and His revelation. Possibly even 
before His thirtieth year He had thoughts of beginning His work, but His mind waited, 
controlled by the Holy Spirit. He was obedient to the Word of God.) "'The mind of Christ 
was hopeful." (Isaiah 53:11 says, "Xt. JwJl J.U IJu lnuuliL ol hu u,uL and .JuJL k 
1,am/ud ") 
"hi. tl,,,u mind"-the mind of Christ-this is the mind that decides that one love, 
one thinking, one aim, one purpose, are possible. It is not the spirit of contention, or the 
spirit of competition, or the spirit of pride. It is a right estimate of one's self, and a right 
concern for others. This mind does not cling to its position, but is willing to take another 
position and decides to do so, even the position of lowliness with no aspiration, no honor, 
but total obedience. This mind is fuarless, self-denying, laborious, sympathetic, patient, and 
hopeful. Do I hear someone saying, "Nobody ever lived that way"? 
Philippians 2:17-20 says, "Q/n,,, and fl, :;J. h ~ llJlOlt IJu m.uJ/1,u mu/. 8.UDi.tt 
o/. fJDU¥-~ d P"J,, a.n.J Rj.oi£L mJ.lh (pJU aJl <fa,. IJu UUIU. ellLUL al.JD. Jo. (,µ- iog ,uu/_ 
njQU.t, u,iJh nu. tBul :;J. bttuJ. in tlu .J2Nd (feMu If,_ und gintollutu Jrod/tJ, unlo- r,µ,a, 
IJud ;J. aLw. nuitJ, ht>/, IJ1'M, ~ u,J,n,, :;J. luwm IJ,OlU llllh. (lo,. ;J. iu,u, 1UJ- m.a.n 















Timothy was an illustration of Christ-mindedness. He did not aspire to honor or 
pride. He did not have to be waited upon. He was a servant. "(Jo.,. 'd-. ha.tu ,w, mtUt 
lilu.min.d.aL, wlt.o. w.ill ~ UJ.U. /n,. IJ"UI- J.to1L." He was concerned for the saints at 
Phillipi. Paul introduced another Christ-minded saint in verse 25. His name was 
Epaphroditus. Paul begins this chapter with a challenge to be like-minded. He gives the 
supreme illustration of Christ and closes with the names of two individuals, Timothy and 









~(1uud/JJ, /,,dJ,nn,, /auu,Jl tJJe pu/aJ., k al- (JJJod ~ 
bL o./. ML mind, lw-L UL pintt,• and tJu .(j,JJd "' fu.tu_ and fUJlll,. 
JuJ1 bL with fJ-bll..,, 
2 Corinthians 13:11 
The previous chapter reierred to the fact that a number of times the Apostle Paul. 
writing to the believers in the churches, exhorts them to be one-minded. This is an area of 
much discussion, even to the eKtent of the effectiveness of the local church today. The 
problem facing many churches is the problem of unity. As long as we deal in the flesh, we 
will have differences. And Paul knew this even in his day. Many times in his epistles, Paul, by 
the Holy Spirit exhorted believers in the local fellowships to be united in the work of Christ. 
Is it possible for a group of believers to think alike? Is it possible for believers in the 
local church to have agreement on most things? I believe it is. And if it is not, then the 
Holy Spirit, through Paul, wrote a number of exhortations that were impossible. As we read 
Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians, we know that we have a group of saints who were 
totally divided. In fact, if this were true today, we would have at least four new churches 
from this one church. It has always amazed me that the Corinthian church even stayed 
together with all of their "in-fighting." 
Paul, in closing the twelfth chapter, lays a foundation for his needed formula in 
chapter thirteen. The Apostle Paul, by the Holy Spirit, was always concerned with edifying 
the believer. This he says in chapter twelve, beginning with verse nineteen. " .. . lml OJ.L do-
all l:1tintµ.. .. /o,- fJ-fJt.t,F. ~-" He fears lest when he comes to Corinth again he would not 
find them as he desired them to be. What does he not want to find? He lists "' ... dJudn., 
nwyuuµ, tDNI1lu, ~ ~~ .wullbuµ, b.unultt." Many of these 
sound familiar in local churches today. He fears that if he came to Corinth and these things 
were taking place he would again have to "lu.uudl mlUl.!J umiJt. lw.tu .wuud." 
Paul did not desire to find that he had to again straighten out the problems of sin in 
the lives of the Corinthian saints. So we come to his closing in chapter thirteen. This is the 
last time he is going to write to them. Verse eleven says, "(Jinolf.v,,. hn1.hun." He is not 
writing to individuals; he is writing to the group. True, to get the group to act right, you 
must get the individuals to act right; but here he appeals to all the saints at Corinth. 
How do you get one-mindedness in the local church? I believe Paul gives us the 





Bible tells us that this is the word rejoice. One-mindedness is based on joy. You must have a 
happy group of Christians. Paul wrote in Philippians 4:4, u~e i.11. flu .J!.o,,d l.l.UDafµ; 
mtd Q.JJ01.n ;J. llllJ,, ~ 11 The formula begins with rejoicing. The key to fellowship is joy; 
not griping, not criticizing, not gossiping, not backbiting. 
The second command is, «(Be pn/,ttL 11 As most know, this is the word for complete 
or mature. This does not mean without blemish. Rejoicing believers ought to be perfecting 
themselves. What does he mean? We have the word again in Ephesians 4-:11,12, where God's 
servants are to, "[Perfect] the saints." When Christ was calling the disciples to Himself, he 
saw two of them by the ship mending or, as some translations say, repairin.9 their nets. The 
word mending or repairing is the word perfectiny. The reason the servant of God uses the 
Word of God is to do some repair business with the saints. Here is Paul's admonition, "'Be 
perfecting yourselves." 
How do you get one-mindedness in the fellowship? First rejoice; second start the 
mending, maturing process. This is difficult in the local church because attendance is so 
irregular. Faithful Christians are maturing Christians and these will be the back.bone of the 
local church and the thinking of the local church. Spasmodic Christians never agree, for 
they are hot one minute and cold the next The perfecting Christian is to "fJl"JllJ- in IJ¥O.ll, 
«ml in du knDUJ!.ed.tµ o/ tJa¥...&,d and .SO.oiu (fenu fllui.d11 (2 Peter 3:18). This growth 
is a gradual, continual process, and it is necessary for one-mindedness. 
The third command of the formula is, «(Be oJ good e.o.n,/n,L" We do not talk this 
way today, but this means to be encouraging. Hebrews 10:24 says, "olnd hi. Ill Mn..11.dn. 
tJn£ llltlJ.IJtu. bJ. ~ llll.M- UJ.IU and IIJ. g.tJ.D-d l1MnlL" We are not to provoke to division. 
There must be encouragement for the saints in the local church. Is this your aim in your 
local church? God's people should not be discouraged when they are faithful to the church. 
They should always go home encouraged. 
Now Paul has come to his phrase, "(]Je o/- NI£ miMLL. 11 If you are rejoicing, and 
maturing, and encouraging, you are going to begin to think alike. Paul believed this 
exhortation. Again, we reemphasize the results of the renewed mind in Romans 12:16, «(Be 
oJ /Ju .tantt mind MU wma,d flltlJ.IJu,.,"' In Romans 15:5, Paul says, "r'll.o.m du .(µJd 6/. 
p.n1kntt and ~ tpmd ytJa bJ. ~ lilumindd tJ.n£ lim,.a,d mw.l.hu.. 11 If you 
would take your pencil and go through Paul's epistle, you would find the following phrases; 
the same mind, like mind, one mind, ready mind, willin9 mind, froward mind. He wanted 
Christians to think alike. Romans 15:6 says, «qt,,at 1ft may, UJillt t#U mind mu[ ()ff£ maulh 
q/Ni/y, .(j.od ..• " Here he exhorts Christians not only to think alike. but to talk alike. Read l 
Corinthians 1:10 again. 
For years I have been made to feel that if a pastor and people worked, agreed, prayed 
and talked over plans together in unity, there was something wrong, or at least people 
thought it was odd. When God's people do not have this, there is something biblically 
wrong, and we ought to face it. When God's people live by the Book, rejoice, mature, get 
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repaired, and are encouraging. one-mindedness will come. This is not being robots; this is 
spirituality. 
What is one-mindedness? A number af times this word is translated, to think. Paul 
could easily be saying, "Think as one." The Holy Spirit can do this with two people or two 
thousand people who are willing to have renewed minds. The word is also translated to 
jud9e or discern. Paul is saying, "I want you to judge or discern as one." If the local church 
is practicing this formula, the Holy Spirit will give discernment in regard to life, conduct, 
talk, and action. The word is also translated, to direct the mind. Paul was saying, "I want 
your mind to be directed as one." The word in a different form is also translated, to 
observe or to be observed. Here is an outward expression, and it would seem that when 
believers are one-minded, outsiders will observe or see it. It is also translated care for. Paul 
says, "I want you to care for the same things." One-mindedness deals with thinking, judging, 
discerning, direction, and observation. 
The fifth challenge in this formula is, "..l!i.tu, ilt fUILll.,, This would be just the 
natural outcome of that which precedes. It not only works with the local church, it will work 
in the Christian family and in the lives of individual believers. Joy, maturity, encouragement, 
and one-mindedness brings peace. One of the proofs of the renewed mind is, ""If it be 
possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men" (Romans 12:18). 
Not only does Paul give us this simple, workable formula, but he says there are 
assurances or results. God never leaves nor forsakes the Christian, although sometimes, 
because of our conduct and action, we feel He has left us. Paul says, "-fllu fµ,d o/. 
l.otn. .. Judl h wiih (J,Dll.,, When we as Christians, whether singly or collectively, are unkind 
or unloving, it is .because we have not practiced the five commands of this formula. If you 
don't rejoice, you are going to be unloving. If you don't get repaired and mature, you are 
going to be unloving. 
The second assurance is that, "'gfu -l}.od o./ ... ,uau .JuJl k wJJlt. tJ,OU..,, This is the 
second time Paul wrote this assurance. You find it as part af an exhortation in Philippians 
4:9. 
When you do not practice the presence of the God of love a11d the God of peace in a 
practical way, it is because you have stepped out of the formula t'hat automatically brings 
these practical results. 
What is the formula for one-mindedness? 
• Farewell-Rejoice 
• Be perfect or mature 
• Be of good comfort 
• Be af one mind 





giIJ]doi QJau,. Jllind 
"70~ gin/, up, du IJ,hu ot y,ou,. muul,, 1M. ""1u., and lro,u 
IJJ.. /Ju.. m.d. ft,,. (JD-IU- (JRLll llurJ. u IJJ. In. bmu.gJu. unJ.o. ,p,a at du 
~ 6/- (luLu@Juut.,, 
1 Peter 1:13 
Peter does not say, "Tighten your belt" He says, "Tighten your head!" Have you 
ever read this phrase? Have you ever paid attention to this phrase? In slang language, Peter 
writes that there is no place for loose thinking in the believer's life. Avoid loose thinking! 
Many times in the Gospels, we read that Peter made some ignorant and stupid remarks and 
replies to Christ. Many times Peter spoke without thinking. Now we see that Peter has 
matured. He has become a biblical thinker. 
God does not demand that you change your mind, but as we have found in these 
studies, He desires that you have a changed mind. When is the last time, Christian, you put 
a girdle around your thinking? Peter, by the Holy Spirit, commands that we do this. 
The wherefore of this verse demands that we look at what precedes and becomes the 
foundation for this command. Basically, in verses six through nine, Peter tells us of the 
completed salvation which we as believers have received. In verse ten he speaks of the 
prophets. The prophets, writing in the Old Testament, inquired and searched diligently the 
subject of salvation. Peter says that the Old Testament prophets did not just write, but 
diligently searched and questioned the salvation about which they were writing. Are you 
aware that the prophets were jealous that they were not a part of the prophecy they were 
writing? They searched these writings to see if they could find a place for themselves. They 
knew that they were writing about the Messiah. They knew that they were writing about the 
Deliverer. They knew that He was to come through the types of the Old Testament 
sacrifices, and they were literally hoping that these promises could belong to them. If we 
could have crawled inside their minds, we would have discovered that they were pleading 
with God to bring to pass the prophecy of the Messiah while they were still alive. 
Verse eleven says of these prophets, "llllllhhtg, m1ud, o,. wlud mmuu,. o/ timL I.Ju,, 
3pi.,a tJ/ @um tn1tMt ™ m lium. did ~ wlun i1 lnli/inl ~ du 
~o/ @Juw., muL du t,Jl.o.,y, tJud Jwu1d ~" The Spirit of Christ and the Holy 
Spirit are one and the same. Notice that the prophets knew of the First and Second Coming 
of Christ. They, "wti/ittl ~flu~ ol @Ju.i.,L,, That is His. first coming. 
"ol.nd llu. g,/.t,,IJ IJud .Jwuld /t,11.ou,.." That is Christ's Second Coming. These prophets 
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desired the coming of Christ during their life times so they might participate in that great 
blessing. 
Verse twelve says, ~(llnJA tnho.m, i1 W-tU. ~ IJwi nbl. unbJ. lhmu.Jn.u, bu1 
WW,. Ill DmJ, did IIIUUJiu. flu lhi.,up,, wJuJ,_ till «om ,qwm.d unllJ. tpJa hlJ, IJum_ IJud 
h.11/M, p,ntU/ud tJu fJ-0-dlUl un1LJ. rp,a lOiJh tJu 711581.g, (jJw.u. uni d.ouu,_ /,,Mn ~-
LDltidt l.lt.i.mp_ du tut.lJR.U d.uin lJJ. "'8k i.nlo.." There was a wee bit of human jealousy on 
the part of the prophets that they could not participate. You and I have a unique privilege 
of being saved by grace on the basis of what Christ has done. knowing that He is coming 
again. Some time and some place we must realize the privilege we have. You can say that 
you would have liked to have been a prophet. If a prophet were alive today and could accept 
Christ as Savior, he would rejoice more than in the fact that God chose him to be a prophet. 
inspired by the Holy Spirit to write the Word of God. But not only the prophets. A single 
line in verse bvelve says, "wlri.dt ilum;µ tJu. tut.lJR.U IUUll lJJ. lbMl iJdb..." Angels are a little 
jealous that they cannot be saved. Christ did not die for angels for there is no recourse for 
fallen angels. Angels eKamined the Word of God at some time to see if the revelation 
included them. 
We are now to 1 Peter 1:13 and the wherefore. Because salvation wasn't for the 
prophets or angels, but it was for you and me. Peter now lays the command before us, 
"wherefore, because you have a unique position." Christian, don't become flamboyant or 
brash. But be very thankful that you are in the age of grace. 
Peter lists a number of eJthortations, "gi,d up. [bind up, girdle] /he lohu o/. (PJI.U 
muul." This phrase means to take the loose clothing that would hinder you from running 
and bind (or belt) them so they will no longer be loose. The phrase today would be, "Don't 
let it all hang out." God never said this about your mind. Because you are a Christian, a 
unique person and in a unique place at this time, your mind is to be bound. The word is 
similarly found in Ephesians 6:14, "f}i,:l abmd uulh lndlt." Here is that which binds you. 
The word loins is interesting. It is used of John the Baptist in the sense that his loins 
were girded about with leather. He wore leather clothing. In Luke 12:35 we read, ".J!n. 
,p,a,- louu ~ (J,iRlnL o.btm1, mu1. ,,µ,u.,,. ll.tJ,Jw. bam.i.n.g,." This again shows preparation to 
do something. It is not loose clothing for everyday activity, not loose clothing that makes 
you relaKed, not loose clothing that might hinder you in activity such as running, but the 
picture is to get yourself bound up and your light bu ming. The word is also used regarding 
David and his offspring; that which came out of his loins. Here the word has a moral 
connotation. In fact, one of the definitions in the dictionary describes or defines loins as 
synonymous with the part of the body that reproduces; it is to be covered. When you refer 
to the loins of your mind being girded. it has to do with morality. When it comes to morals 
(physical and seKual things), a believer·has a unique position in the age of grace. He is to 
have a pure mind and morality. 
Peter says that Christians have a unique position in their salvation. They are a 
chosen, peculiar. treasured people, different from prophets or angels. Peter says, "Start 




do it, then either it must be possible or God wrote a lie. Peter's word mind is somewhat 
different. It is not the same word that Paul used so often. The word here means the 
intelfect. It would seem to say that in the age of grace, the believer is going to have to 
discipline his intellect. He is to bind his faculty for thinking. This is the word to 
understand. It is also the word for thou9ht Do you realize, believer, that there are times 
when you have to keep your mind from thinking? There are times when you must discipline, 
girdle your mind, or it is going to run rampant against God's Word. 
All the illustrations or definitions of the mind are important to this command. If you 
have a girded mind, you wiH have a mind that is sincere, earnest, and prepared. You have to 
decide to brace your mind for that which is to come. A girded mind is a prepared mind. 
Why do people wear girdles? Well, for appearance sake, but many are worn for support. 
The girdle supports the back. This causes a good physical feeling. When your mind is 
girdled, you will be ready for service. The Christian who becomes disoriented when an 
emergency comes is a Christian whose mind is at loose ends. A believer with a girdled mind 
is concentrating on all his faculties and can stay in control of all these faculties. 
Why does a Christian give in to his appetites? Because he does not have a girdled 
mind. All of his faculties are not bound and therefore he cannot do what he is supposed to 
do. One of the major problems a believer has is that he has not seen that the Holy Spirit 
can control his mind. Such control would cause him to live the way God wants him to live. 
Why does a believer give in so easily to that which is placed before him, whether food, or 
pleasure, or evil? Because he does not have a girdled mind, a disciplined mind, or a prepared 
mind. Have you ever thought about binding or tightening the belt of your mind? 
Along with the girding of your mind, Peter commands a second thought. "<JJL 
MJhu.." We often think that the word for sober means to do no drinkin9. Certainly the 
Christian with a girded mind will not drink. But that is not the lesson. This word sober 
means to make sure of where you are walkin9. The word means to be clear-headed. 
Christians with girdled minds will walk with their eyes open. They do not go around half-
asleep. Paul wrote, "guuJwu.,_ UL IJud, dllUJLnl,J lUtl}Ml1inuL tutd ~ buu, WL 
JwuJ.d ~ ~---" (Titus 2:12). A dear thinking, right-footed, awake believer will, 
through his spiritual mind, have control of himself. Peter knew this by experience because 
he was the one who said,"~ ;J. uulL ntd dnUj. tpJU" (Mark 14:31). And then he did. 
Part of this command includes a third exhortation: "~ fD. tlu aul .. ,, But the 
phrase does not really stop there, for It says, "Jto,u.. l.o- tJu end I"'- tlu rpatt. llw1 u ID- lu. 
~ UldtJ. (JOIL. •• ,, You do not have it all now. When will you? " .. .di du~ o/. 
(fam.L ~" This phrase goes completely in a circle. Peter writes, "Because of the unique 
salvation you have, tighten the belt of your mind, be clear-headed, and trust you'll receive 
grace at the revelation of Jesus Christ." John wrote, "&uq_. man I.Jud h«1h llt.u Jto,u. in. 
him, ,uui/hlh Jw.uJ./, W-tJt tu lu. i.t p.JJ.ll,, (l John 3:3). So, the expectation of Christ's 
return causes the believer to live the life that is pleasing to Christ. The only doctrine in the 
Bible that will keep you living the Christian life is the fact that Christ may return today. 
This will cause you to gird your mind and to be dear-headed, and to look for His coming. 
The circle always continues. 
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I do not understand the believer who lets his mind think anything it wants to think 
as long as nobody knows. May I remind you that Christ knows every thought of your mind. 
He is writing those thoughts down. I can see why Peter said, "I better get this mind in 
shape," for Peter says the results of practicing verse 13 will be, "~ dti/.dnn, nDl 
/aJ,.i,:,ninq [themselves] tlll.MlW'lf/. lb- flu /1,,mn. /.u.d,__ •• w/w. llll. ""11,1 in all mmt.nH- o/ 





"(Ji.Mi1/.q_, IH_ IJP, nJL tJ/ 8iU. m.uu/_, ~ ~ NU ;,/ 
mwllu,-, ~ tu. ~ bL pili(,,1, /n,_ ,muhoru.: (Jlol 
rouiuuuJ w.il to, wiL, o,- niil.in.g, IN ntil.in.g,: 1ml ~
hh.uin,g,; knominfJ dud rµ llll ilununln- enll,d, l.hol ,µ ihould 
mholta~." 
1 Peter 3:8,9 
Paul spoke many times of one-mindedness. And in his first epistle Peter speaks four 
times of the mind. Peter's subject of one-mindedness takes on a different light than Paul's 
subject of one mind. This does not mean contradiction but enlargement. It is interesting 
that commentators on 1 Peter 3:8,9 tell us that every phrase or word except one never 
occurs in the original language in the same form before or after this epistle. I always think 
of Peter as a rather sloppy. bull-headed, hard nosed fisherman. I would remind you that by 
the time he was writing this epistle by the Holy Spirit's inspiration, he had become a scholar 
in the language. Certainly when he met Christ. he talked in slang language. Peter is an 
excellent example of what God can do with someone yielded to the Holy Spirit. 
What does it mean to be like-minded as exhorted by Peter? Peter uses a fonn of the 
word mind that occurs in no other place in the New Testament. This is the word to think, 
be intelfi9ent, observe, jud9e, and discern. Within the original word is a four-letter word 
that refers to the diaphragm. What is the purpose of the diaphragm in the body? Well, to 
breathe, of course. Peter not only exhorted believers to think alike, but he wanted them to 
be so alike that they breathed together. This really takes the thought a great deal further 
than Paut•s one-mindedness. Peter was interested in breathing. He was an outdoorsman. He 
knew how to breathe; and he wanted Christians to know how to breathe together spiritually. 
What is he saying? If you breathe together, you have to mutually agree that you are going 
to do it. You have to have common interest. Peter does not give us a formula for one-
mindedness as Paul did in 2 Corinthians 13, but he does show us the outcome of people who 
breathe together. 
Someone wrote years ago about this verse, "To avoid division, beware of two 
extremes. First of being captive to custom; and second, not having affectation for novelty." 
Two things will divide believers: being in a rut and trying to be unique or novel all the time. 
Breathe together; don't go from one extreme to another. Don't be a slave to custom and at 
the same time don't pick up every novelty that comes around. Peter says, "Be well 
balanced." 
That which will be produced by believers breathing together certainly does not sound 
like Peter. This can't be the Peter who was such a stumblebum in the Gospels! This can't be 
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the fellow who was so bull-headed and always seemed to have his foot in his mouth! It 
seems that if there was a chance for Peter, there is a chance for any believer. You might 
even dare to pray, "Lord, mature me as you matured Peter.» 
Peter's one-mindedness produces "~ o,u o/. anodta." Again, remember 
that in the original, these are unique words used singularly. The writer of Hebrews says, 
14
1(/e lunu nDl an lw;1t p.,inf uJuJ,, emmol 6R. i.MuJ,.,J tollh llte /,ulin.g, o/ oa,, 
in/inni.f.in_" (Hebrews 4:15). We, as Christians, do not have a high priest who cannot 
sympathize with us. We have a High Priest who has compassionate regard for us. Our one-
mindedness is going to produce sympathy for one another like our High Priest sympathizes 
with us. Peter had mellowed. He had become a sweeter Christian. The writer of Hebrews 
10:24- exhorts believers, "..l!d. u.,, t!D#'U.i.du. (JH£ an.olJtu. bJ.- pRJ.odu tu. bJ. ion.Land fa gMJ-d 
t.OO#h" This verse is connected with Hebrews 10:25 and the exhortation to saints to 
assemble themselves together. The purpose of saints fellovvshipping together is not to 
provoke people to enmity or division or strife but to encourage them to love and to do good 
work. This is the sympathizing, compassionate result of a one-minded group of saints. 
Peter exhorts Christians to "l.otM tU hnlhnn." Some translate this as, "loving each 
other as the same family."" This kind of love will never be produced without the saints 
breathing together. It will never come without the saints having consideration, compassion, 
and sympathy. 
Peter then says, "(Be piJi/aL" This word is in one other place in our Bible-
Ephesians 4:32. "dln.d lu ,µ, kind tJn£ ti,. mu,.f/wr., fm.dnlt.1mhtl .. " The word 
tenderhearted is the same as the word pitiful in Peter's text. Tenderheartedness is the 
believer's trait as attached to the Holy Spirit. Pitifulness is the believer's trait in relationship 
to other human beings. Our heart attitude and mind attitude are not always the same. We 
will look and act differently on the outside than what we feel on the inside. Believers who 
breathe together will have a heart attitude that manifests itself in their outward attitude 
without any falseness. In Mark 3:25, we are reminded that, "a. lww.e diiJ.uud ag.,aim1 
ihJJ. .. e.an.nol ,lmld. " We often relate this verse to the family as well as to a church, but 
we as believers are called a house. Paul wrote, "-;}/. Oll¥- en,JJ,4 lwa.u o./- dti.,_ lah-l'llllllle 
tMn di.uol»d, we luuu a huildin.g, o/ .(j.od, an lwau ntd nuuh toi1h luuub., d.nna1 in 
/Ju hllmnu." (2. Corinthians 5:1). A believer can be divided in his own body. This will 
always cause trouble. The heart, head, and action must agree. 
Now we come to a word in Peter's list that is used only three times in the New 
Testament, "he e~ » It's hard to understand Peter. He pushed women out of the 
way to get to the tomb; he was always saying something with his mouth that didn't sound 
very good; he criticized Christ. He did mature, however, because he breathed right, to the 
point where he was a courteous Christian. The word courteous comes from the Latin word 
that illustrates the manner that was demanded when appearing in the court of the king or 
queen. Can you see Pete acting that way? Peter's unique word here is a bit different from 
the other times it is used in the New Testament. Peter uses the word that means, "'If I walk 





my knees and bow down." Can you see Peter doing that? Many times Christians are 
extremely discourteous. In fact, it would seem that many times believers go out of their way 
to act opposite of good manners. Peter says that one-mindedness produces courlEsy. It is a 
Christian attribute of maturity to act like a person who is in the presence of a king. 
Verse nine is possibly a complementary passage to verse eight. or it may be an 
addition that brings a result: "m,t un.dui.ng wil j,n,. mil." No mature Christian retaliates. 
If someone is discourteous, we should not be discourteous in return. We should. 
"t!Dlt.iuui.m.iu [render a] hhuhu,,,." We need not elaborate; vengeance belongs to God. 
Christians who breathe together are not in the get even business. So, we breathe together 
arid this results in love, sympathy, tenderheartedness, and courtesy. Will acting this way do 
anything for us? Well, of course, rewards in Heaven at the Berna Seat of Christ But Peter 
adds, "~ dud !Ji'.. RN dun.unl.o- eallul, lkal (J,e Jwu1d inltui1 IL hhuhu,,, . .,, I am 
convinced that many Christians are losing some blessings or benefits now because they are 
not practicing the commands of the Word of God. All that Peter wrote in these two verses 
ar-e commands. There is no choice or debate. 
Peter defines this inheritance as a blessin9. One of the most difficult words in the 
Bible to understand is the word bless, although we use this word readily in our prayers and 
in our conversation as believers. In l Chronicles 13, the Ark of God had been away from the 
children of Israel. David decided to bring it back, but did so against the procedures outlined 
in the law. Uzza, trying to steady the Ark so it would not fall off the cart. was punished with 
death by God and David was displeased with the Lord. David questioned how he was going 
to get the Ark bade to its place and position. David carried the Ark aside to the house of 
Obed-edom and there it remained. 1 Chronicles 13 :l.r+ tells us that, "'gJu ,J!.t}(/lfj) 61.uu.d llu 
lwuu o/- OhnL..ttfom, and all tJuIL Ju had." 
In the Hebrew, the word translatEd bless has three principles or thoughts. First is 
the power of fulfillment The word seems to indicate that if God is blessing, the Lord will 
cause that person to accomplish all that he endeavors to do. Obed-edom had heaven on 
earth for three months in his house. Everything he did turned out right. Second, there is 
the principle of harmony. There was no fighting in Obed-edom's house for three months. 
The only reason we have differences in our homes is because we as Christians do not think 
alike. You get a family of Christians thinking alike and breathing together and Peter's verses 
will come alive and the benefit will be blessing which includes harmony. The only reason 
that a believing husband and wife fight is because they are not thinking alike, controlled by 
the Holy Spirit. We apply the Word to our individual Christian lives and to the local church, 
but seldom to the family. A saved husband and wife ought to be breathing together because 
they are one. This will produce harmony. Third, the word bless includes the thought of 
prosperity. 
Peter says that if you are one-minded and breathe together, you will produce the 







"~ llun tu @Juhl ludh mffeud. /.t,¥. u.t in du /fu1t, 
a.Nit lilu.un.u wlllt du ULmL mind: lo,. Ju tJud halh 
.llt/ltud in du /Jnh ho.ii, ttnlM /Mm wt. " 
l Peter 4:1 
Paul wrote to the Philippians, "J!d, fl.ta mind In ut l,J1U4 ""'1Jt. uuu td.u,. i.n @Jt.ruL 
r;/t.uu," (Philippians 2:5). Peter invites believers to arm themselves with the same mind as 
the Lord Jesus Christ in regard to suffuring. We probably do not like the exhortation of 
Peter; we like to run away from suffering, we do not like trouble. 
But possibly, Peter is not highlighting physical suffering. Possibly, he is speaking of 
emotional trouble. I've had people say to me many times that they would rather have 
someone physically hit them than to make them suffer because of the tongue or mental 
attitude. In l Peter 3:18, Pemr wrom, "("Jo,. fi2luw. aho. lwllt O-JU.t. .llt/ltud f,c.,. .uJU.. •• " In 
our ted Peter says believers should be conditioned to realize they are going to suffer. You 
are going to suffer mentally and emotionally. He uses the word mind. The verse says that 
we are to arm our minds for we are going to suffer exactly like Christ suffered in the flesh. 
On the believer's part, there must be a mental readiness to suffer for spiritual 
reasons. Second, a believer will suffer for spiritual reasons and third, if a believer does not 
suffer, he probably is not spiritual. One of the greatest proofs that you know Christ is the 
fact that sometimes you are miserable. Christians are to set their minds, arm their minds, 
with the fact that they are going to suffer in the flesh. Hebrews 2:9,10 says, "(]Jul t.o.L UL 
(faMu, mlw- toDL m.ad,e a li.llu fumu l.han du a,uµlt /,o,- flu .m.1/uuu.,. o/- d.ttdlt, ~ 
with g/D,y, and h.bniNn; lltat lu hlJ, du fJJtlLll"' .(}_od Jwa1d ltuh dmih IN- aJllfl- man.. 
(lo.,. i.f 6ttantt him, /N- mko.m. fill all ll,i,uµ, and by, wlrom. au all lltiJup., in /m.ng,i,uJ 
mtUtlJ, JJUU u.nfD. ~ l.o- nudu flu euplnin a/ lluu. .udo.aJ.io-n ,u,/ttl ~ 
m/1,uin,;µ." The Captain of our salvation was made complete or mature through suffering. 
God has commanded believers in Matthew 5:48 to be complete or mature. How is this 
possible? If I base it on Christ's life, maturity must come through suffering. 
None of us like to hear this, but if we become mature as Peter did, we have to suffer. 
It does not have to affect you or your attitude because your mind can be armed for the fact 
that suffering is going to happen. This is not a marcyr's complex nor the normal believer's 
complex that says that everything has to be bad. We do have that kind of thinking and that 
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kind of complex many times. But we should not have a martyr's complex, thinking God 
is going to send the worst. Many Christians are praying for growth, maturity and spiritual 
increase; it will probably have to come through suffering. 
In describing the sufferings of Christ, Hebrews 12:2 says, "70/w. ""' du ~ dud 
lJJD,J, H1 ~/,ou him t'Mll.lld flu.~ dnphin.q,, du J.hantL" Christ looked to the joy that 
was set before Him. The writer of Hebrews backtracks and explains what happened before 
that joy began; enduring the cross and despising the shame came before the joy. Maturity 
comes through suffering. In Hebrews 12:11 we read, "f'll..om. ff.f). ~ /,o-, du. p,,..wd 
J.llHU1h fh- In ~ hni tpU.IUJUL" That's a very human word. Grievousness causes 
heavy-heartedness. It causes emotional pressures. There are pressures with chastening and 
suffering. but the writer says, "r;Jfuudluf.ut a/J.ou,.mJ_ i1. g1J.deJh flu. p10.P.lli.OU /,ail. tJ/, 
~..u unlo t1um wluJ,, nn aumnL lluHmJ." Joy is preceded by sorrow. 
Suffering precedes maturity. Don't be mistaken, however, God is not against you. 
First Peter 5:10 reminds us, "<Bui the .f;J.nd tJ/, all fJ.lllll, wlw kolh Nii.hd tu u.nlo-
hh. efuJUil tµMtJ, hlJ, @JuiJ1 ~ a/Ju. tJud fJL /wM, m/.lullf. a ~ mn1a IJhU p.n/m 
[complete, mature}, .d.nl,/bJ,.,, dlWUJ,l/un., l.l'.llb. !JOU." How do you obtain these 
characteristics? After you have suffered awhile! There characteristics define the spiritual, 
mature life of the saint. Peter says, "Arm your mind, settle the fact, pay attention, 
Christian; you are going to suffer." 
I am glad that our Bible is put together as it is. I am glad that the first epistle of 
Peter is not placed where Romans is in the New Testament. You see, even the New 
Testament takes on the right order. The Gospels speak of the subject of the believer's mind. 
Romans speaks of the carnal, the spiritual, and the renewed mind. The Corinthian epistles 
speak of the same mind, the ready mind, and the willing mind. The epistles speak of one-
mindedness and now Peter says here is what we should consider most of Christ-His 
suffering. 
What good is it for Peter to remind us that as Christ suffered mentally, we, too, may 
suffer? Peter gives us three results. First of all, "(Jo.,. lu.. lJud lw1h .w./1£llll ln. flu.. /Jn/,
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lw1h llllHd. /.,am. .un."' The believer learns, is persuaded, and is influenced to stop sinning. 
One of the greatest deterrents from sin in the believer's life is suffering. With suffering, the 
believer begins to think about the life he is living. He starts to think about his conduct. God 
very often gets our attention through the flesh and the mind, not just through sickness. 
Much comes through the mental and emotional channels of our lives. Peter says, "Arm 
yourself. make up your mind that you are going to suffer, but it is not without purpose." 
Second, Peter says in verse two, "<:J'hal he n.tJ- li,.,,,gn. Jtm.Jd liae flu u.11 o/ lti.t Ii.nu 
in flu 1/nh f.o. iJu Lum. D/ mot, hut. It,. du. m1l1 o/ .{µd. " Ceasing from sin comes before a 
change of conduct. Suffering is going to cause you to lose the eagerness the average, 




The third result is that you will do the will of God. You will never find the will of God 
until your sin is laid aside, the normal human desires fall out of place and the will of God 
becomes important. Christian, arm yourself! You are going to suffer in the flesh, but it will 
produce something. 
Verse twelve says, "(]Jttt'J.IJH!., lltink a ntJ.I. JJNuup. ~ /Ju l.iOIJ uial.." We 
begin to see the picture of the kind of suffering Peter is talking about. Possibly we do not 
identify at all because we believe Peter was talking about his own coming suffering and the 
suffering of the early saints. I believe that Peter is saying, "Beloved, think it not strange 
concerning the severe trial which shall come to prove you, as though something strange is 
happening to you." We. as believers, begin to think that we are unique, that no other 
believer has ever suffered like we are suffering. That which is happening to you is not 
strange. It is not only happening to you, but it happens to other saints. We always look at 
other Christians and are envious that our lives are not like theirs. They seem to have it so 
good. If you could change lives with them, you would probably want to return immediately 
to your own, because they, too, have trouble. Every believer has trials. 
Peter adds, "(]Jul ~,, I am to rejoice in the severe trials that are maturing me; 
they are not unique to me, for every believer has them. He says, "Arm yourself with a like 
mind." Christ suffered, you are going to suffer, and it should produce maturity and security 
with more happiness. peace, love, and service. Many times when we have a severe trial, we 
say, ''When I get through this, I am not going to do another thing. I'm just going to protect 
myself." Did you ever do something for the Lord and get stepped on and criticized? Did you 
say, 'Tm not going to do anything again."? The true believer cannot stay in such a shell. 
The moment he suffers, or is reproached or criticized, he may mope for awhile. That feeds 
his human nature and proves that he is still human. The Holy Spirit starts to work from 
within, the believer forgets his suffering, picks himself up, and starts again. As a result, he 
becomes more secure and happy, loving and full of praise. Accept suffering with the same 
attitude that Christ had when He suffered. This brings maturity. 
In verse thirteen, Peter says, "(}Jul ~ ina»nu.eh a.,_ fJ£ an fUUl,a.lun o/, 
f!luul'.,_ m/µ~- dud, wlwt Im g/1,nJ, JwJL ~ ~ ,µ ntmJ- he glad ol.uJ. millt 
~ j(,IJ." There is something to look forward to, either joy out of suffering or joy 
when Christ is revealed in His glory from Heaven. Both are probably applicable. Verse 
fourteen says, "'d/. fl£ he~ f.i,,,_ du nanu a/ flluuL » Again, this phrase challenges 
us. Peter is not so concerned about physical suffering as he is about mental suffering. What 
is the severest trial for the believer in Christ? To be reproached! Our Savior said, "(Bl.awl, 
an tJ£, w.lun mm Jiall "1J-ih ,pm, ond p,uueu1R, IJ(U4 and JuJl lll.lJ, ulL m.mr.nu. o/. w.iL 
fUJILln.,l ,pJ-1.l /nh1l,h l,t,ll ntlJ, ,alu" (Matthew 5:11). There is that mental anguish again. 
You were not hit with a stick. You were hit with criticism, with reproach, with ridicule, and 
you suffered. Arm your mind for this, for it will happen again and again and again. Have 
you been beaten for Christ? Probably not, but you have suffered mentally and emotionally, 
and Heaven seemed to dose up. God seemed to be distant, and you said, "Am I so bad?" No, 
this is a severe trial to prove that you are just like other Christians. "If ye be reproached for 
the name of Christ, happy are ye." I have taught myself over and over again that there will 
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be misunderstandings, criticisms, and reproach. But every time they come, I am still 
miserable. Victory, however, must come. Happiness will come. 
":;J/. IJL h ,,p¥Mlllud Ii,¥. tlze nm,u,, oJ @Juid, kap.p.y, au ,µ.; /M- Liu Jpml a/ 
g,,/.My, an.do./- .(},at.[ ,wdl,, llpMl fJ.61L." Note, it does not say Kin you;" it says "'upon you." 
That almost sounds like Acts 2 and the experience at Pentecost. How does this blessing 
come7 It comes through sufferings. Peter seems to say, "With this will come a special spirit 
of glory and of God." Then he adds, "On l1uu pmtl he [Christ] u mil, .1p.olwt o/,, h«l Mt 
,p,u.1 p,an lte u gltJlfi/ud. " Those who are causing the reproach are speaking evil of Christ 
and of you; but on your part, there is happiness. When you are criticized and you stay 
happy or you are maligned and you continue to rejoice, do you know what you are doing? 
You are arming your mind with the defense and the knowledge that it is going to happen, 
and it causes you to glory. 
Here's the mind of Christ in regard to suffering. Peter says, "I want you to know that 
suffering is going to come. When it does, the one example you. have is Christ. He had a 
mind, an attitude, a spirit, and you must have the same." Christ said, "(la/Ju,., /J,N)i.iu_ 
dum; /b¥- llw,t k.noM no.l wJw1 lJwJ dJJ." (Luke 23:34). We have the spirit of Christ. This is 
beautifully simple, but difficult to apply. 
Verse fifteen begins with but. Sometimes believers create their own suffering. "(]Jul 
l.d. nJ}H£ o/ ,µJ-U [that is, believers] .m.Hu. tU. a lllll.llMru.."' Strange for Peter to write this, 
but how about murdering mentally? Have you ever thought about it? Peter is dealing with 
a great deal of mental subjects. The old nature is still alive and powerful. He speaks of 
thieves. I think many times the misery and anxiety which we call suffering for Christ is 
really a result of having done something dishonest. As Christians we cannot cheat and be 
happy. We will create suffering in our lives, at least mentally. Peter adds, "du o.n t?JJd 
dtJ.u." That is a nice, general term. Someone has said that 99 per cent of our mental 
anidety as Christians is because we sin. And that anxiety is proof that we are Christians. 
Peter continues "u tU. a /m.J,p,tJ-d_,y. i.n 0-lho. mm,',1, nw.Jhn,." Now, if we suffer for these 
things, we are not going to bring glory to God, and the Spirit is not going to rest upon us in 
a special way. 
Verse siKteen says, "Q/ff. ii- «mJ, mtm. ll1/Ju. lll a ~ I.et him, nM. h 
aJuund." Don't be ashamed because you suffer. That is not a sign that you are a weak 
Christian. Suffering makes you a special Christian, one who is maturing in and with Christ. 
The sad part is that a believer can go through these experiences and not mature and not 
become a little more settled; not be more secure, happy, loving, and thankful. Have you 
become bitter because of suffering? If a believer suffers, let him not be ashamed, but let 
him glorify God; Christ suffered and it brought results in His life. So, arm yourself to suffer, 
and be sure that it brings the same results. Verses 12 and 19 describe the kinds of suffering 
Peter is talking about. 
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First Peter 4:2 mentions that the believer who is armed for suffering will "ntJ. UJniJ.o 
liM. flu. llJL o/ hu ti.me in 11,_.e, 1/.uh lo- flu. l.u.d,_ o/. men." Does Peter define this sentence? 
In verse three, he gives the extremes. He lists at least five activities, conducts of the flesh 
and lusts. He says that you know how you acted before you were saved. The word lusts 
means eager for (and usually in a bad sense). These lusts include lasciviousness, which 
means excesses; anything that is done in excess is lasciviousness. The believer who suffers in 
the flesh. in an)(iety, in emotions is going to cease from sin. He is also not going to be eager 
to do those things of the flesh that cause him to be troubled in the flesh. Every bit of our 
conduct comes from within us. 
You can tell exactly what a Christian thinks within by the way he acts without. Christ 
said in Mark 7:20-23, "(lhol wJruh etJ.mLIJ,, oal o/ flu man, dud d"'1feJJi flu mon. (ft,¥. 
f,tJm, wil1t1n, om tJj du /uo,t o/. mm, ~ wa ilwugl,.h,, mhdtm.u, ~
~ tlu/h, ~~ dttm, ~ an wiL tJJ,t., blo.1~ 
,ui,th, /,tMll,.luu.u.· ollL Hull ,1,il 1./wuµ eMn£ /mm. m11ltin., and th/11£ I.Ju man." 
We, as Christians, certainly do not want our conduct to be this way, because it shows 
what is within. That is why Peter said, "You must arm yourself with the same mind. When 
you suffer, you start to cease from sin and you also start to check the excesses in your life." 
Peter lists five e)(cesses. Christ, in Mark 7, lists thirteen. Peter lists lusts, the word for 
covet;ng; excess of wine, which is drunkenness; revelfings, which is the word for riotin9. 
This took place after the dinner hour. The closest thought that we have to this today is 
partying after the dinner hour. Then he adds banquetin9, the thought is drinkin9, 
carousin9; and abominable (unlawful] idolatries (at least in the sight of God). 
Verse four says, "70/unin tJ,.l'.IJ, tltink i1 dro.n.lJL that,µ ,un nDl willt tlum l.tJ. llu 
HJmR n>UA-1 oJ ru,.f,, ~ wiL oJ y.o.a." A Christian is going to be a strange duck and you 
might as well arm your mind with that fact. There were no excesses in Christ, no 
covetousness, no drunkenness, no riotings, no banquetings. 
What about the will of God for the believer? That is the third outcome of verse one. 
Verse seven reads, "<Bul llu t!.nd oJ all 1./wuµ u al hmul,- lu ,µ f.iuu/JJ.n .w/J.u.. " Here is 
our word right-mindedness again. The will of God is for us to think right. One of the things 
that makes us think right is to suffer in the flesh. This causes us to pay attention to God 
and His will. "(Jje ,µ lh,n/J,u UJ.bo; a.nd lM.llelt wm,. flNl{J.U,." Be right-minded. Remind 
yourself that there is danger and continue to pray. "dlnd. ah.o-tn a1L 1./wuµ hmu /HNnl 
[love) o.mtJ.nlJ IJbll~" 
What is the will of God? To think right; to be alert; to pray; and to love one another. 
"(Jo,. [love] .JwlL MOU. a nmllihuu o/ mu. <llu '1ft.4pilnfih,J fJ.IU. t_o. a.n.lJ/Jtu milJuud 
~" (I Peter 4:8.9). Can you see Peter, the uncouth fisherman, being hospitable? 
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How did he team this? By suffering! ~'";/& llud lur1h .wJl.uuL in lJu 1/nh din h,. tJu /I.all, 
lllLU.I. /,om. 1.bt." A right-minded Christian will not be interested in the pleasures of the 










u~ .(j.cd hoJ.h nbl giJun lU lJu. LP,i1i1 o/. /RLJ.ll,· h.ui o/. ~ 
and o/ ~ «.n.d o/. a .wmul mind."' 
2 Timothy 1:7 
This book has drawn your attention to the biblical subject of your mind. 
Conversation is a total-man experience. It is sad that, for years, conversation and salvation 
have been for the soul and eternity, which is vitally necessary, but has left the Christian to 
flounder in his earthly walk. Perhaps it has taken the present day trend to at last highlight 
the fact that believers have problems. And possibly, the openness of the age has encouraged 
believers to seek help. But this book is prayerfully written that believers might see that God 
is interested in their minds and their emotions. No doubt passages have sparked 
controversy but, more than ever today, we need not only converted hearts but converted 
minds. The believer's soul and eternity is secure in Jesus Christ, my Savior; however, Satan 
delights in tormenting the believer's mind and emotions. 
Timothy was a timid young man. He had problems. No doubt he leaned on Paul, and 
when he became separated from Paul, Timothy became upset, possibly even to the e.Ktent 
that it caused him physical problems. Second Timothy 1:6 is an intriguing verse. 
"70/ttnJtJ.R ;]. pal lh.tt i.n nmun.lwnn.tt llwl thou u1¥. up, llu gi/l oJ (J.od, tDltiJt u i.n 
thtt." To me, this verse speaks of continuous revival. This shows our responsibility as 
believers. Paul said to Timothy, "Thou." Believers are to do certain things themselves. If 
Timothy was commanded to do it, then God would not do it. The responsibility was on 
Timothy's shoulders. 
Paul commanded Timothy to "stir up." He said to Timothy, "You mix it up. You give 
it a stab. You use the knife. You do the turning around," We as Christians detest to do 
anything ourselves. I personally believe that Timothy was the type of personality that sat 
back and waited for God to do things. 
Our problem in verse six is the phrase, "Jiu. gJ/1 oJ .(jnd." I believe Paul was 
speaking to Timothy about the gift of the Holy Spirit. What Paul wrote to Timothy, by the 
Holy Spirit, must be applicable to us. He exhorts us to "w up, Liu gi/f, o/ fµ,d wltiek u in 
[us]." 
If the gift of God in verse six is defined or described in verse seven, there is a 
threefold gift or there are three gifts, and they belong to every believer. Whether there are 
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three gifts or a threefold gift is of no matter. I believe Paul is saying that Timothy is to 
keep a balanced life. If there is a threefold gift, then Timothy is to stir up all of them and if 
there are three gifts, he still must stir up. The implication is that he might not stir them up. 
There is a possible further thought in the three gifts and that is that they are progressive. 
To stir up is really to revive. It is amazing to me that many of the passages of God's Word 
that speak about revival have nothing to do with God, but everything to do with the 
believer. If you are interested in spiritual revival, it is possible because you have the Holy 
Spirit. Timothy had this gift, but he was not using it, or at least not to capacity, and Paul 
says, ''You must." 
Now Paul tells us what the gift is not. a(Jo,. .{j_nd ludlt. n.ol fJ,LIJl'n Ill du JfH¥U d-/-
1,ta,-. .. " The key word is the word spirit It could just as well be capitalized, and we would 
instantly identify that the spirit is the Holy Spirit. The Spirit Who has been given to 
Timothy and to us is not the spirit of fear (cowardness or timidity). This word means the 
opposite of faith. The thought is illustrated in Mark 4:35, "70/un wmln.iJ W-lU eome, flu 
~d .w.id, '..ll.d. UL p.o.,u on.u- unhJ. tJu olJr.n .lid£.'" Here is proof of what was going to 
take place. The Lord said eMactly what was going to happen. The entire context following 
speaks entirely of the fear of the disciples, and the fact that they did not eKpect to make it 
to the other side. Christ made the invitation and the statement, and when He did that, it 
was always true. The storm arose and Christ slept. He told His disciples that they were 
going to the other side. But, the storm came, and they lost their faith. Christ has said, 
"'10~ l,.J.w,dlt in.~ Jw./1 ntJJU- flt.N.JH." If we believe the Bible, then, no matter 
what storm comes, the fact that we will not perish must be true. Christ said, "We are going 
to the other side, no matter what happens." In verse 39, we see that Christ arose, rebuked 
the wind, and said to the sea, "</)ea.a,, b"--11i/1." And then He said to His disciples, "Why are 
you such cowards? Why are you so fearful?" God has not given the spirit of fearfulness, not 
even when the sea rolls, not even when the wind blows. Christ has even defined what 
fearfulness is. He says, ""Jt5om u ii that,µ. luwe no. /oilh?" Faith in what? Faith in what 
Christ has said; "We are going to the other side." 
"fj.o.d hath IUJl (JilJ.ffl, ta tJu a.,u,il. o/. ~" He has given us the Spirit which 
is either threefold or three gifts. Why a·re we so fearful? There are many biblical facts and 
promises given to believers, but we still will not trust Him. The disciples, showing no faith, 
were still with Christ. It is possible to be with Christ, to have Christ with us, to have no 
faith, and still be under His care. ".,£a not (1.1)-llJl ltean ~ ~" Christ said in John 
14:10. Don't' let your heart be fearful. The word fearful is the word for anxiety or 
apprehension, and is the direct opposite of faith. 
Paul is reminding Timothy that he has received the spirit which is the opposite of 
fear. The spirit is based on these thoughts: power, love, intellect. They will need constant 
stirring up. We are concerned about the last phrase, but the first two phrases are also 
important and possibly progressive. 
We have been given the spirit of power. No one argues or debates the power of the 
Holy Spirit, although it is easy to become unbalanced. There are many today who are 
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emphasizing the power of the Holy Spirit to the detriment of His love and sound thinking. 
And there are those who emphasize His love to the detriment of power and sound thinking. 
There are those who highlight the mind to the desolation of power and love. The word for 
power is the word for energy. We are so prone to only testify of the Holy Spirit's power in 
the light of Acts 2 that the simple meaning of energizing is tumed aside. Many Christians 
are lazy and Timothy could have been one of them. This word is the word for work. The 
spirit or attitude of fear makes you sit down and accomplish nothing. 
Fear just draws away every bit of energy including that which is available by the Holy 
Spirit. Paul said that Timothy was going to have to stir up himself in order to work! This 
word is also the word for efficiency. Timothy was not too efficient, because he was always 
leaning on Paul. When Paul wasn't with him, he became a normal human being-lazy and 
inefficient. This word is the word for enthusiasm. When we do nothing, it is because we 
make a mental decision. We, like Timothy, have the spirit of power, and in this power, there 
is energy and efficiency and enthusiasm. But we will never use it sitting. waiting for the Holy 
Spirit to push us. We have it and we will have to stir it up. It is not that we actually stir the 
Holy Spirit. but as we move out in His power, He energizes and enthuses us. Timothy had 
not been given the spirit of fearfulness, which is the opposite of faith; he had been given the 
ability to do. Look at these three phrases-the abiliiy to do, the ability to love, and the 
abiliiy to think. Every believer has this three-fold gift or these three gifts of the Holy Spirit. 
But we will never use them unless we stir them up. 
The second gift or part of the gift is, "11,,e Jpi.1iL .. o/- /.o.tn." As believers, we have 
been given the ability to love. That is hard for us to believe. Every Christian has the spirit 
of love. What gifts did Timothy have? Well, not the gift of fearfulness, but the gift of 
power, work, energy, enthusiasm-and the gift of the abiliiy to love. Basically this is the love 
of 1 Corinthians 13. Christian husbands have the ability to love their wives. Parents have 
the ability to love their children. We have the ability to love fellow believers even when we 
do not agree with them. Believers even have the abilify to love their pastors. Everyone 
today wants to preach and teach in the power of the Holy Spirit. But few refer to the power 
of love and the power to think. 
Our real interest for the moment is the third phrase, "du d.piril. .. o/, a .wand 
mind."' Here is a common phrase in the New Testament. It is not always in the same forn1 
or translation, but it helps us identify this third phrase. Luke 16 carries the account of the 
wise steward. This wise steward devised a scheme to get some of his friends involved so 
when he lost his stewardship he would not have to work. In verse eight the Lord commends 
the unjust steward. He told him that he had done wisely. The Lord commended him for 
being prudent. This is not a word \Ne easily understand, but the Lord commends the steward 
for being intelligent. Here is our word for sound mind. As believers. we have been given the 
spirit of intelligence, the spirit of prudence. We have been given the spirit of the abilify to 
think. Most Christians belittle their minds. Yet, God has given the gift of the Holy Spirit, 
which includes the spirit of a sound mind. Timothy worried that Paul was not with him to 
discuss his plans and help him think. He probably was ready to quit. Do you see why Paul 




We have not only been given the ability to think or to have intelligence. The word is 
closely associated with l Corinthians 2:14 which speaks about discernment or wise 
discretion. Spiritual discernment is a gift. Of course it will need to be stirred up. If the 
believer does not use his spiritual discernment, whose fault is it? His own, because the gift is 
there. 
Have you ever grasped the gift of right thinking? The word is also close to our 
previously studied word translated soberness, discreetness, or riyht-mindedness. If Timothy 
did not stir up his gift of the ability to think, he would at some time find himself in trouble. 
When our children get into trouble, we say, "Y"ou didn't think!" God could easily say to His 
children, "You didn't stir up the gift of thinking!" This word sound mind is dose to our 
translation of the word discipline or self control. Because of the gift of the Holy Spirit, we 
as believers are responsible for self-control through the spirit of our minds. The fruit of the 
Holy Spirit is listed as self-control. In fact the fruit of the spirit listed in Galatians 5:22,23, 
fits under the spirit of love and of a sound mind. The mind controlled by the Holy Spirit is 
important to discretion. discernment. and self-control. 
Many believers convince themselves that they have weak minds. Pastors convince 
themselves that their minds cannot find messages; so they borrow from others. Sunday 
school teachers and others in the lord's service do not grasp the gift of the Holy Spirit, 
which includes a beautiful, intelligent mind controlled by God. "Timothy, stir up that mind!" 
Think of these three gifts or this three-fold gift. One is outward; one is inward and outward 
toward others; one controls our person. God has covered our entire being. Possibly until 
you revive the Holy Spirit to do, you might not be able to revive the Holy Spirit ID love and 
without bath af these revivals. you may not revive the ability ID think. It is your choice. 
Was there anyone in the Bible who was just average and who proves our thoughts? 
In Acts 6 we read of a man by the name of Stephen. He was an ordinary layman who 
became one of the first servants of the fellowship at Jerusalem. Acts 6:3 reminds us that 
they were to "l.tMlt ... oat amJJnfJ (them] UMJt mm, o/. hMud ~ /.u1l o/. flu '](;"'1.J 
.fjJuJ.JL" Stephen fulfills these qualifications. Full of wisdom is a mental term. Deacons are 
to have the ability to do and the ability to think, but they will have to continually stir up 
these gifts. 
Stephen is described as "a mn.n lull oJ /,nj1Jt and o/- l1u ;,&,Ly, .{jJuJ.J.l." We have 
leamed that fearfulness is the opposite of faith; so Stephen had the ability of power, the 
ability to think. He did not have the spirit of fear because he had the gift of the spirit of 
faith. He is just an ordinary human being saved by grace. Verse eight says, "~ /.ufL 
tJ/ /,aiJJ,, [the opposite of fear] and p,tJ-WO (the ability to do] ... "' Over and over in the 
history of this ordinary believer we are reminded that he did not have the spirit of fear. He 
had the spirit of power, and the spirit of wisdom, and he had faith. What about the spirit of 
love? In Acts 7:59,60, we have the record of the stoning of Stephen. "'dbul IJuy, ~ 
~ eoliuuJ UflJ'l'l .{J.od, tmd llHJ,UYJ-, ..&ml ~ ~ my, .l.pi.nl. dbuL he 
knufu/, ·dtmm,, and ohLL wiJlt a lhud ocin., ,,12n.,d, lm,J nol lhu mt l.o. l1ui,. e.'1.anµ." Is 
this not the ultimate spirit of love? He bore all things; he believed all things; he endured all 
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things. Stephen did not have tl,e spirit of cowardice; he had the spirit of faith, the spirit of 
power. Stephen had the Holy Spirit, the spirit of love to forgive, and the spirit of wisdom. 
Stephen was an ordinary man who manifest.ed exactly what Paul said to Timothy. 
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